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Quasi-integrity of continental crust between Mid-Archaean and Ediacaran times is demonstrated by
conformity of palaeomagnetic poles to near-static positions between w2.7e2.2 Ga, w1.5e1.2 Ga and
w0.75e0.6 Ga. Intervening data accord to coherent APW loops turning at “hairpins” focused near
a continental-centric location. Although peripheral adjustments occurred during Early Proterozoic
(w2.2 Ga) and Grenville (w1.1 Ga) times, the crust retained a low order symmetrical crescent-shaped
form constrained to a single global hemisphere until break-up in Ediacaran times. Conformity of
palaeomagnetic data to speciﬁc Eulerian parameters enables deﬁnition of a master Precambrian APW
path used to estimate the root mean square velocity (vRMS) of continental crust between 2.8 and 0.6 Ga. A
long interval of little polar movement between w2.7 and 2.2 Ga correlates with global magmatic
shutdown between w2.45 and 2.2 Ga, whilst this interval and later slowdown at w0.75e0.6 Ga to
velocities of <2 cm/year correlate with episodes of widespread glaciation implying that these prolonged
climatic anomalies had an internal origin; the reduced input of volcanically-derived atmospheric
greenhouse gases is inferred to have permitted freeze-over conditions with active ice sheets extending
into equatorial latitudes as established by low magnetic inclinations in glaciogenic deposits. vRMS vari-
ations through Precambrian times correspond to the distribution of U-Pb ages in orogenic granitoids and
detrital zircons and demonstrate that mobility of continental crust has been closely related to crustal
tectonism and incrementation. Both periods of near-stillstand were followed by rapid vRMS recording
massive heat release from beneath the continental lid at w2.2 and 0.6 Ga. The ﬁrst coincided with the
Lomagundi-Jatuli isotopic event and led to prolonged orogenesis accompanied by continental ﬂooding
and reconﬁguration of the crust on the Earth’s surface; the second led to continental break-up and
instigated the comprehensive Plate Tectonics that has characterised Phanerozoic times. The Meso-
proterozoic interval characterised by anorogenic magmatism correlates with low vRMS betweenw1.5 and
1.1 Ga. Insulation of the sub-continental mantle evidently permitted high temperature melting and
weakening of the crustal lid to enable buoyant emplacement of large plutons at high crustal levels during
this magmatic event unique to Mesoproterozoic and early Neoproterozoic times.
 2012, China University of Geosciences (Beijing) and Peking University. Production and hosting by
Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.f Geosciences (Beijing).
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The Proterozoic supercontinent Palaeopangaea derives primarily
from protracted quasi-integrity of the continental crust deﬁned by
thew2.8e0.6 Ga palaeomagnetic record (Piper, 1982, 1990, 2007). It
deﬁnes a symmetrical crescent-shaped continent of low order
symmetry conﬁned to a single hemisphere on the globe and
evidently reﬂecting a constraint by whole mantle processes (Piper,
2010a,b). As well as global geodynamic signiﬁcance, this solution
identiﬁes strong axial alignment of tectonic elements and spatial
concentrations of mineral deposits; the temporal focus of multiple
geochemical, isotopic and rift-drift parameters within the Ediacaraneking University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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palaeomagnetic prediction by identifying the most important
continental break-up in geological history shortly before Phanero-
zoic times. Prolonged quasi-integrity explains the contrasting
signature of continentality during the Proterozoic (e.g. Garrels and
Mackenzie, 1971; Engel et al., 1974; O’Nions et al., 1979), and lower
levels of tidal friction which require that dispersed shallow marine
shelves were rare or absent (Brosche and Sundermann, 1981;
Williams, 2000).
The robust nature of the Palaeopangaean premise is that it
makes the most severe demand on palaeomagnetic data by
requiring polar conformity to a single APW path and, for protracted
periods, to a single quasi-static position. Prolonged intervals of little
or no polar movement are recognised between w2.7e2.2, 1.5e1.2
and 0.75e0.6 Ga, whilst the bulk of the intervening data conform
to APW loops radiating from a continental-centric position.
Because this conformity is evident through imperfections of the
database (Piper, 1982, 2010a, b), it demonstrates that palae-
omagnetic data are of more interpretative value than widely
appreciated. It highlights a style of tectonics that is markedly
different from the Plate Tectonics that has operated during Phan-
erozoic times. In conceptual terms this has long been suspected
because the negative buoyancy required tomotivate Plate Tectonics
could only have been reached following prolonged planetary
cooling (e.g. Davies, 1992). The palaeomagnetic quasi-integral
conclusion comes from the long temporal duration (>2 Ga) of
pole positions demonstrable from most large Precambrian shields.
Although signiﬁcant areas of continental crust, notably Antarctica,
West Africa and South American shields, feature only sparse data
coverage of little diagnostic value, the vast spatial and temporal
duration of this property demonstrable elsewhere suggests that the
quasi-rigid premise is likely to embrace the remaining crust. By
accommodating such a broad range of geological and geophysical
evidence, ProtopangaeaePalaeopangaea challenges popular
concepts of “Rodinia” and “Columbia” supercontinents, and the
general thesis of “supercontinent cycles”.
Contrary Rodinia models have failed primarily because they
have extended Phanerozoic Plate Tectonic paradigms back into the
Proterozoic to postulate episodic accretion and dismemberment of
transient supercontinents (Dalziel, 1997; Torsvik, 2003; Li et al.,
2007). In general terms this uniformitarian approach is ﬂawed
because it fails to accommodate the much lower rates of lunar
recession in Proterozoic times, and contrasting (Korenaga, 2006)
and episodic (Silver and Behn, 2008; Condie et al., 2009a, b) heat
release from the Earth’s interior, presumably at much lower levels
to avoid “thermal catastrophe” in Mid-Proterozoic times (Davies,
1980; Korenaga, 2003). In speciﬁc terms it fails to explain why
unique shield reconstructions repeatedly conﬁgure palaeomagnetic
poles into a single APWP over intervals in excess of 2 Ga (Piper,
1982, 2007, 2010a,b) and why there is an anomalous concentra-
tion of Proterozoic magnetic inclinations into low values (Kent and
Smethurst, 1998); the Palaeopangaean solution identiﬁes this latter
anomaly as a sampling bias and not due to unrealistic departures
from a Geocentric Axial Dipole (GAD) source which would other-
wise frustrate the use of palaeomagnetic data for resolving
Precambrian palaeogeography (Piper, 2010b).
An intriguing aspect of the Palaeopangaean analysis is the
recognition of long intervals of quasi-static behaviour in APW
between Late Archaean and Ediacaran times. The presence of these
intervals provides important conﬁrmation of the essential tenets of
the reconstruction: it is otherwise difﬁcult to envisage how poles
could be brought into coincidence over such long intervals of time
using reconstructions which also apply outside of these time
frames. The ﬁrst and longest interval correlates with granite-
greenstone tectonism and extends into a period of magmaticshutdown (Condie et al., 2009a). The ﬁrst and third intervals
correlate with episodes of global climatic cooling when ice sheets
migrated into equatorial latitudes (Evans, 2003), whilst the second
interval was contemporary with a unique magmatic episode when
buoyant anorthosite and rapakivi granite magmas rose through
aweakened crust to be emplaced as high level plutons. In this paper
the uniﬁed Precambrian APW path is outlined from the collective
global data and used to evaluate temporal variations in pre-
Phanerozoic continental velocity; the links between these varia-
tions and these exceptional geological events are then explored.
2. Palaeopangaean reconstruction parameters
The Precambrian supercontinent Palaeopangaea is illustrated in
Fig.1 as derived fromEulerian rotations summarised in Table 1 after
Piper (2007, 2010a,b) with some reﬁnements ampliﬁed elsewhere
(Piper, in press) that incorporate data from South American cratons
(e.g. D’Agrella-Filho et al., 1984, 2004), Tarim (Chen et al., 2004;
Huang et al., 2005) and Antarctica (Jones et al., 2003). The integrity
of the core nuclei comprising Australia, India, South-Central Africa,
Laurentia and Fennoscandia is demonstrable from Mid-Archaean
times onwards (Section 3) but the positions of some shields such
Amazonia, Antarctica and the Ukraine remain poorly constrained
and will probably require revision as more results become avail-
able. The retention of Laurentia (North America-Greenland) in
present-day coordinates in this ﬁgure is convenient because it has
the largest database and it also provides a neat expression of the
high degree of symmetry retained by continental crust for a major
part of its history. Speciﬁcally the supercontinent possessed
a symmetric and hemispheric form constrained within a single
global hemisphere (Fig. 1) and these essential low order
properties were retained during reorganisation of peripheral
shields at w2.2 Ga and much later during Grenville orogenesis
(w1.1 Ga, Fig. 1). The reconstructions in Fig. 1 also highlight the
arcuate distribution of Meso-Neoproterozoic tectono-thermal belts
and peripheral orogenesis afterw1.0 Ga when subduction-related
calc-alkaline magmatism became concentrated in the Afro-
Arabian sector of East Gondwana and persisted here until conti-
nental break-up in Ediacaran times. Palaeopangaea ‘B’ thus also
embraces a tectonic transition as crustal tectonism moved from
dominantly ensialic to dominantly subduction-related and
peripheral.
The conformity of Proterozoic palaeomagnetic data to a single
APW between Mid-Archaean and Ediacaran times is described in
detail elsewhere (Piper, 2007, 2010a, b, in press) and is summarised
here in Figs. 2e7. The palaeomagnetic poles deﬁning the master
path shown in these ﬁgures are compiled in Table 2 for the interval
2.9e1.7 Ga and in Table 3 for the interval 1.7e0.6 Ga; they are listed
in these tables following rotation into the common reference frame
using Eulerian parameters of Table 1 and ordered from the posi-
tional and age constraints to deﬁne the uniﬁed APWP.
Popular models incorporating “supercontinent cycles” and
transient supercontinents such as “Columbia” (Rogers and Santosh,
2002, 2009; Zhao et al., 2004; Meert, 2012; Rogers, 2012) and
“Rodinia” contrast with the premise of this assessment by envis-
aging diverse relative movements between the Precambrian
cratons. By invoking large relative movements, to have credibility
they must use palaeomagnetic poles selected to a very high stan-
dard which are well deﬁned in age and positional terms; the
resulting datasets are typically very limited (e.g. Buchan et al.,
2000; Pesonen et al., 2003; Evans, 2010) and sometimes involve
tortuous discussion of individual results. In contrast, the Palae-
opangaean model demands quasi-integrity between w2.8 and
0.6 Ga and permits no such latitude in the data: it is the assump-
tions of the model which assess the palaeomagnetic data in this
Figure 1. The Palaeopangaean supercontinent reconstructed into a single global hemisphere according to Palaeopangaea ‘A’ and ‘B’ parameters listed in Table 1. The transition from
‘A’ to ‘B’ was probably concentrated during widespread w1.1 Ga Grenville orogenesis (see text) although the supercontinent continued to be constrained to the low order and
symmetric hemispheric form within a single hemisphere until continental break-up during Ediacaran times atw0.6e0.55 Ga. (a) Illustrates the distribution of the rapakivi granite-
anorthosite magmatic event unique to Mesoproterozoic and Early Neoproterozoic times (w1.7e1.0 Ga); ages of these intrusions become generally younger towards the instep of the
crescent and dashed chrontour lines embrace emplacement ages limits to highlight this trend (after Piper, 1980 updated with age data summarised by Vigneresse, 2005); results
from the Gondwana wing of Palaeopangaea are too few and dispersed to suggest age trends but mostly appear to fall within the older part of this interval. Tin-wolfram oreﬁelds
form a single axial province on the Palaeopangaean reconstruction and are unique to this sector of the crust; although ages are unknown and reworked examples occur in Pan-
African and Andean belts; they are probably of primary Precambrian age (De Wit et al., 1999). (b) Shows global distribution of thew1.1 Ga Grenville mobile/orogenic belts with the
concentration of arc and subduction-related magmatism in the instep of the supercontinent crescent between w1.0 and 0.6 Ga.
J.D.A. Piper / Geoscience Frontiers 4 (2013) 7e36 9case. The most demanding criterion is that the poles move into
coincidence if the reconstruction is valid whilst the second most
demanding criterion is for the poles to accord to a single APW path.
In the event as, demonstrated in Section 3, the overwhelming
majority of poles assigned to prolonged intervals between
w2.7e2.2 Ga, w1.5e1.2 Ga and 0.75e0.6 Ga do indeed move intoTable 1
Eulerian operations used to reconstruct the supercontinents of Protopangaea and Palaeo
Shield element: Protopangaea Pala
E N Rotation E
Arabia 142
Australia 167 69 161 191
CentraleSouth Africa 138.0 73.0 146.0 138
East Antarctica 147
Greenland 266.2 70.7 18.1 266
Guyana/Amazonia 246
Fennoscandia (Baltica) 211 60 42.5 3
Hebridean Craton 27
India 4 16.5 149.5 163
Madagascar
North China 26
Pan-African domains 138
Sao Francisco/Rio Plata 295
South China 331
Seychelles microcontinent
Siberia 164.0 83.0 134.5 164
Svalbard
Tarim
West African Craton 123
Assignments ‘A’ and ‘B’ refer to continental conﬁgurations before and after the ‘Grenvi
element of the Laurentian Shield. Cratonic units in the core of the reconstruction appear to
have invariant rotational operations. Figures shown in italics are revisions to operationsnear-coincidence using the rotational parameters of Table 1. The
second criterion is satisﬁed by the conformity of the bulk of the
intervening data to long APW loops employing the same recon-
struction satisfying the quasi-static intervals. Although tight
constraints to pole selection are not critical for testing this speciﬁc
solution, they are necessary for constraining the deﬁnition of APW.pangaea and rotate corresponding poles from the shield elements.
eopangaea ‘A’ Palaeopangaea ‘B’
N Rotation E N Rotation
.4 76.6 148.4
.0 4.0 105.0 180.0 63.5 158.3
.0 73.0 146.0
.5 23.0 87.8 33.7 73.1 149.1
.2 70.7 18.1
.5 33.0 142.0
.0 20.5 70.5 274.0 80.5 66.5
.7 88.4 38.1
.5 20.0 175.5 143.0 46.0 159.6
325.0 85.0 145.0
.0 7.0 149.0 308.0 47.0 153.0
.0 73.0 146.0
.0 53.0 117.0
.0 42.0 172.0 279.1 58.0 155.8
334.0 45.5 136.5
.0 83.0 134.5
120.0 86.0 48.0
151.0 18.5 100.5
.5 59.0 131.5
lle’ orogenic episodes at w1.1 Ga. All rotations are relative to the North American
have been unaffected by these adjustments on a palaeomagnetic scale and therefore
listed in Piper (2010b); see text for explanation.
Figure 2. Palaeomagnetic poles assigned to the interval w2.9e2.0 Ga from ﬁve
cratonic groupings (Australia, Central-southern Africa, Fennoscandia, India and Lau-
rentia) rotated into the reconstruction of Protopangaea (Piper, 2010a). The collective
pole distribution is contoured and representative mean pole positions with assigned
ages as summarised in Table 1 are shown and connected to highlight the interval with
minimal polar movement betweenw2.7 and 2.2 Ga. The earth brown colour is the area
of inferred continental crust during these times. Data plotted here are summarised in
Piper (2010a) and listed in slightly expanded and edited form in Table 2.
Figure 3. (a) Apparent polar wander betweenw2.0 and 1.7 Ga. Pole positions plotted
here are listed in Table 2 and rotated to Palaeopangaea ‘A’ according to operations
summarised in Table 1 and some key anchor poles are highlighted; (b) Summary of all
selected palaeomagnetic poles from diverse shield assigned to this interval and sum-
marised in Table 2. The area of continental crust is coloured earth brown. The west to
east swathe of poles accommodates results deﬁning the Coronation Loop as
summarised by Mitchell et al. (2010) and the wider global data by Piper et al. (2011).
The continuation via the ‘Nagssugtoqidian-Laxfordian’ Track (Piper, 1985) is suggested
as a link to the <w1.7 Ga track shown in Fig. 4 but currently has poor radiometric
control.
J.D.A. Piper / Geoscience Frontiers 4 (2013) 7e3610The pole selection here uses data from studies incorporating
demagnetisation of N > 15 samples with a95  15 and age esti-
mates of <150 Ma. Whilst this is more liberal than most, but not
all, “Rodinia” analyses, it is preferred for the long time period over
which APW is being evaluated and because of the limited spatial-
temporal qualities of the database; the palaeomagnetic data are
inevitably constrained by the incidence of magmatic and tectonic
events which vary from shield to shield.
Two further reservations apply to the analysis. Firstly, as shown
in Tables 2 and 3, it is a straightforward matter to organise the pole
positions into an order following a uniﬁed APWP but the age
assignments to the poles are typically more problematic; these can
range from very precise estimates such as U-Pb zircon determina-
tions on igneous units with error bands of just a few million years
or less, to poles with ages speciﬁed within broad age ranges. The
latter is the case with most of the poles listed in the Global Palae-
omagnetic Database (GPDB) and usually applies to results from
sedimentary formations; the latter are also from the rock facies in
which magnetisation age is typically most difﬁcult to constrain due
to the complex nature of the magnetising processes. Liberal criteria
are no doubt responsible for some measure of dispersion about the
deﬁned APW path and imperfections in the reconstruction will
have the same effect. However, in practise reservations concerning
age assignments to speciﬁc poles do not seriously impair the
solution in this case both because of the constraint provided by the
long quasi-static intervals, and because the APW path reﬂects
a geodynamic constraint by repeatedly returning to the centre of
the supercontinent (Section 3). It remains possible that some poles
falling in this continental-centric position are assigned to the
wrong stage within the positional-time frame because a polar loop
has been executed within the errors on the age estimate.
Secondly, the analysis is essentially a ﬁrst order one and assumes
integrity of large shield units on a palaeomagnetic scale: it does not
accommodate second order within-shield deformations such as thepossible intra-shield movements described by Evans and Halls
(2010) from Palaeoproterozoic rotation across the Kapuskasing
Structural Zone in the Superior Craton, or internal rotations within
the Siberian Shield due to opening of the Vilyuy Aulacogen (Gallet
et al., 2000). The justiﬁcation for this is that such adjustments
would always be uncertain and incomplete and, most importantly,
the grouping of poles to a single APWP is evident without them.
3. The w2.8e0.6 Ga apparent polar wander path
The APW path between the time of the earliest record from
multiple shields commencing at w2.8 Ga and the recognition of
multiple diverse paths at w0.6 Ga is described in detail elsewhere
(Piper, 2007, 2010a, b, in press) and will only be covered in outline
here. The strength of the oldest w2.9e2.0 Ga dataset of 154 poles
summarised in Table 2 and plotted in Fig. 2 is the high percentage of
results from igneous units with many linked to high precision age
dates. This compilation incorporates 35poles fromcratons of Central-
Southern Africa, 13 from Western Australia, 17 from India, 61 from
Laurentia and 28 fromFennoscandia; isolated results assigned to pre-
2.0 Ga ages from Amazonia (3), West Africa (1) and Sao Francisco (1)
are also rotated in Table 2 to show that the assumed conﬁgurations
Figure 4. (a) APW during the interval 1.7e1.3 Ga comprising (a) the McArthur and (b) the Belt loops reconstructed according to Palaeopangaea ‘A’ parameters (Table 1). Some key
palaeomagnetic poles from diverse shield elements are shown and the area of continental crust is indicated in earth brown. Inset ﬁgure (c) summarises all the selected poles from
the continental shields assigned to this time interval as listed in Table 3.
Figure 5. (a) APW during the intervalw1.3e1.15 Ga deﬁned by poles rotated into the Palaeopangaea ‘A’ reconstruction and highlighted by some key poles from a range of shields.
This ﬁgure comprises the Gardar Track and shows the recommencement of rapid APW following the long quasi-static interval shown in Fig. 4; (b) All selected poles assigned to this
interval and listed in Table 3.
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Figure 6. APW betweenw1.15 and 0.85 Ga comprising the Keweenawan Track and the Grenville-Sveconorwegian Loop in the Palaeopangaea ‘B’ reconstruction as shown by (a) a
range of poles from diverse shields and (b) with all poles assigned to this interval listed in Table 3.
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Figure 7. (a) APW during the interval 0.8e0.6 Ga comprising the Franklin-Adelaide Track reconstructed according to Palaeopangaea ‘B’ parameters. Some key palaeomagnetic poles
from diverse shield elements are identiﬁed and the area of continental crust is shown in earth brown; (b) summarises all selected poles from this time interval (see Table 3). The
lines connect successive poles from the same shield elements to illustrate the common direction of APW movement recognised from diverse parts of the supercontinent during
these times. Note that APW movement slows down, and may even have ceased during the w0.75e0.6 Ga interval incorporating the Neoproterozoic glacial events.
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Table 2
Compilation of Palaeomagnetic Poles assigned to the interval 2.9e1.7 Ga from constituent shields of protocontinents ‘Ur’ and ‘Arctica’. Mean poles in bold are calculated from
datasets of N results immediately above the line and used to illustrate the interval of quasi-static polar movement betweenw2.7 and 2.2 Ga in Fig. 2.
Craton Rock unit Pole position Age (Ma) Database number/Reference
N E
AF Nhlebela basalt (K) 6 206 2984 Strik et al., 2003
AF Agatha basalt (K) 35 197 2940 Strik et al., 2003
AF Usushwana complex (K) 13 203 2875 377
AU Millindina complex 51 311 2850 303
LA Munro formation 47 283 2800 2154
LA Archaean rocks Ontario 68 260 2800 1614
IC Orissa banded haematite BHJ1 65 176 2850 Das et al., 1996
LA Hawk lake granites 41 170 2888 6394
LA Kamiskotia complex 21 182 2800 2152
LA Dundonald sill 13 201 2800 2151
IC Orissa banded haematite BHJ2 2 167 2850 Das et al., 1996
LA Ghost range intrusion 7 183 2710 1676
FS Volda river gneisses 23 182 2540 Mertanen and Korhonen, 2011
LA Sherman iron ores 7 188 2700 5853
LA Steep rock iron ores 19 208 2700 5866
LA External and baldhead granites 27 195 2668 6393
IC Khammano quartz-magnetite 20 198 2600 Poornachandra Rao et al., 1989
17 189 2707 N/a95 [ 9/10.2
LA Pikwitonei granite 21 226 2665 8392
LA Shawmere anorthosite 39 224 2650 393
AF Great Dyke satellites (Z) 33 254 2574 2361
AF Great Dyke (Z) 32 258 2574 2362
AF Umvimeela Dyke (Z) 34 261 2574 7553
FS Varpaisjarvi granulite 1 48 290 2610 Mertanen and Kerhonen, 2011
FS Varpaisjarvi granulite 2 44 275 2610
FS Varpaisjarvi quartz-diorite 43 278 2680 1314
40 268 2604 N/a95 [ 6/10.5
AF Mbabane Pluton (K) 51 314 2687 6216
AF Gaberones granite (K) 65 303 2783 3349
LA Otto Stock 69 227 2680 1676
LA Red Lake greenstone 75 222 2715 7145
71 281 2716 N/a95 [ 4/24.0
AF Westonara Basalt (K) 5 270 2714 Strik et al., 2007
LA Kapuskasing structural zone 9 239 2550 9005
LA Moose mountain B 8 194 2680 5865
LA Adams mine ores 3 199 2675 5857
LA Grifﬁths mine host A 19 217 2738 5860
LA Grifﬁths mine host B 30 190 2738 5861
AF Nyanzian lavas (T) 41 195 2680 7538
IC Quartz-magnetite rocks 24 186 2535 20
AF Kisii group lavas (T) 16 202 2531 2505
19 203 2641 N/a95 [ 8/14.5
LA Grifﬁths mine ore A 15 240 2738 5863
LA Poohbah complex N 51 240 2700 1722
AU Mt. Jope Basalt 56 241 2765 311
AF Derdepoort basalt (K) 46 251 2782 8717
AF Modipe Gabbro (K) 27 266 2670 3431
LA Kinojevis tholeiites 47 259 2736 5851
46 253 2730 N/a95 [ 5/13.0
LA Moose mountain A 46 274 2680 2506
LA Sherman volcanics 37 295 2700 5851
LA Dogrib dykes (S) 35 310 2692 2506
AF Allanridge basalt (K) 62 307 2708 Strik et al., 2003
LA Stillwater complex (W) 62 292 2705 3046
AF Allanridge formation (K) 64 291 2700 de Kock et al., 2006
AU Black range dyke 66 282 2772 1955
59 294 2712 N/a95 [ 6/12.1
AU Nullagine supersequence P2 74 243 2766 9176
AU Cajaput dyke 69 242 2772 1955
AU Mt. Roe basalt 86 148 2765 1723
AU Nullagine Supersequence P1 75 273 2772 9175
AU Nullagine Supersequence P4-7 74 228 2739 9177
AU Nullagine Supersequence P8-10 75 127 2716 9178
AF Belingwe Komatiites (Z) 77 165 2692 9141
AF Ventersdorp lavas (K) 60 265 2699 3403
LA Deformation zone rocks 77 266 2635 7146
LA Chibougamau greenstone 61 273 2600 2415
AF Rykoppies dykes 72 275 2650 Lubnina et al., 2010
LA Racine Lake tonalite 70 261 2600 394
LA Shelley Lake granite 78 246 2580 1716
LA Burchell Lake granite 71 263 2580 1718
(continued on next page)
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Table 2 (continued )
Craton Rock unit Pole position Age (Ma) Database number/Reference
N E
LA Red Lake RLG magnetisation 77 266 2580 7146
LA Poohbah complex R 78 270 2550 8308
76 252 2670 N/a95 [ 16/5.4
LA Archaean gneiss 66 223 2550 6023
LA Chipman Lake diorite 51 229 2450 6669
LA Ptarmigan dykes 42 220 2505 8308
AF Garauja Gabbro (T) 48 216 2500 1360
52 222 2501 N/a95 [ 4/12.3
FS Generalskaya layered intrusion 60 241 2471 Arestova et al., 2002
IC Charnockite belt B 47 261 Footnote E Piper et al., 2003
FS Tolstik intrusion 52 262 2437 8524
FS Voche Lambina metamorphic rocks 35 260 2450 7410
FS Main range Gabbro 37 265 2436 7424
LA Matachewan dykes 53 261 2453 Footnote A
FS Monchegorsk pyroxenite 40 269 2493 7423
AF Kenya granites (T) 48 290 2476 8
AU Widgiemooltha dykes 46 307 2410 1880
FS Kolvitza porphyrites 50 279 2423 7404
FS Hautavaara Gabbro 61 261 2400 7427
LA Lorrain formation 46 268 2350 8244
FS Burakok intrusion 60 260 2350 Arestova et al., 2002
49 270 2425 N/a95 [ 12/6.9
AU Ravensthorpe dykes 59 251 2450 1949
LA Matachewan dykes 45 241 2453 Footnote B
FS Karelian dykes 35 234 2458 8464
FS Imanda layered intrusion 31 236 2407 Arestova et al., 2002
37 237 2439 N/a95 [ 3/11.8
FS Burakok Gabbro-diorite (i) 37 211 2449 8522
FS Monchegorsk intrusion 11 226 2493 9225
FS Burakok Gabbro-diorite (ii) 30 200 2439 7425
FS Kivakka intrusion 23 202 2445 8122
FS North Finland intrusions 29 220 2440 6625
LA Matachewan dykes 40 216 2453 Footnote C
FS North Karelia intrusions 43 189 2415 7782
LA Kaminak dykes 24 238 2370 2168
LA Coleman member 31 234 2350 8248
IC Vandalur charnockites V1 31 228 Footnote E Mondal et al., 2009
LA Lorrain formation 21 213 2350 8480
29 216 2417 N/a95 [ 10/9.4
FS Akhmalahti formation 73 206 2330 852
IC Pallavaram charnockites P1 49 229 Footnote E Mondal et al., 2009
FS Girvas dykes 46 232 2150 852
FS Matozero sill 56 246 2250 7418
FS Segozero sill 62 269 2250 8518
AF Transvaal system lavas (K) 41 258 2250 2429
52 251 2254 N/a95 [ 6/12.2
LA Nipissing diabase N1 15 263 2219 Footnote D
LA Maguire dykes 9 267 2229 8309
LA Semeterre dykes 15 284 2216 7190
AF Post-Kavirondian granite (T) 13 308 2420 8122
LA Tulemalu dykes (C) 1 302 2255 1714
12 298 2315 N/a95 [ 4/15.2
AF Ongeluk lavas (K) 29 313 2222 8250
AF Ferke Batholith 29 318 2094 8977
AF Mamatwan-type ore complex (K) 24 326 2200 Evans et al., 2001
IC Pallavaram charnockites P2 39 332 Footnote E Mondal et al., 2009
IC Charnockite belt A1 30 311 Footnote E Piper et al., 2003
AF Kaapvaal SE area N component 34 303 2150 Lubnina et al., 2010
AF Gamgara/Mapedi formation (K) 27 291 2130 9019
LA Caribou Gabbro 14 296 2186 1174
AF Gamgara/Mapedi formation (K) 27 291 2130 9019
LA Indian dykes 19 284 2093 2898
27 301 2144 N/a95 [ 8/8.8
IC Charnockite belt A2 36 261 Footnote E Piper et al., 2003
FS Kuetsyarvi formation 5 265 2150 7648
IC Vandalur charnockites V2 17 250 Footnote E Mondal et al., 2009
WA Gabon metamorphics 42 246 2100 8112
AU Paraburdo BIF 56 253 2200 7539
LA Sokoman iron formation 33 255 2150 2421
LA Otish Gabbro 35 253 2100 2230
AU Wittenoom BIF 57 240 2200 7541
FS Iisalmi dykes 50 231 2150 1318
47 247 2160 N/a95 [ 5/12.9
IC Charnockite belt A4 9 246 Footnote E Piper et al., 2003
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Table 2 (continued )
Craton Rock unit Pole position Age (Ma) Database number/Reference
N E
LA Biscotasing west dykes 17 225 2166 9213
LA Biscotasing dykes 28 223 2166 7180
LA Superior dykes 27 226 2150 3040
FS Iisalmi intrusions 33 226 2150 1317
IC Charnockite belt A3 24 217 Footnote E Piper et al., 2003
FS Kuusamo dykes and greenstone 42 217 2150 2776
29 223 2147 N/a95 [ 7/6.4
FS Taivalkoski-Syote Gabbro 50 193 2440 5735
LA Marathon normal dykes 43 196 2121 6470
LA Molson dykes C1 53 180 2091 8548
LA Fort Frances dykes (i) 43 184 2076 1739
AZ Soca and Isla Mala granites 42 182 2060 Bagden et al., 2009
LA Fort Frances dykes (ii) 51 175 2076 8034
AZ Armontabo River tonalite 41 179 2020 Theveniaut et al., 2006
46 183 2074 6/6.0
LA Dollyberry Lake basalts 59 200 2040 1410
LA Wind River diorite (W) 84 215 2170 8994
AZ Oyapok granitoids 44 213 2020 Theveniaut et al., 2006
LA Big Spruce complex 67 247 2066 2034
LA Kapuskasing dykes 61 253 2043 6444
AF Lower Swaershoek formation (K) 41 239 2054 Evans et al., 2001
AF Phalaborwa complex 1 37 235 2061 Morgan and Briden, 1981
AF Vredefort impact, mean result (K) 25 242 2023 Salminen et al., 2009
AF Bushveld upper zone (K) 14 238 2050 6466
AF Bushveld main and upper (K) 13 216 2061 Evans et al., 2002/Hattingh, 1989
SF Jequie complex 5 240 2037 D’Agrella-Filho et al., 2011
14 239 2046 N/a95 [ 5/7.8
AF Hartley lava 15 189 1938 9024
LA Stark formation 11 199 1878 Mitchell et al., 2010
AF Mashonaland sills 18 195 1876 Bates and Jones, 1996
LA Tochatwi formation 14 204 1878 Mitchell et al., 2010
AF Black Hills NE dolerite dykes 11 208 1900 Lubnina et al., 2010
AF Phalaborwa complex 2 13 215 1890 Morgan and Briden, 1981
AF Limpopo metamorphic rocks A 18 225 1950 Morgan and Briden, 1981
AF Sebanga Poort dyke 6 211 1876 2365
AU Plum tree volcanics 6 214 1822 Schmidt and Williams, 2003
AF Sand River dykes 9 226 1876 438
AF Post-Waterberg dolerites 1 229 1876 Hanson et al., 2004
LA Wekach Lake gabbro 1 225 1849 8362
AF Northern Bushveld complex 3 238 1900 7547
LA Takiyuak formation 13 249 1878 Mitchell et al., 2010
LA Douglas Peninsula 17 245 1878 Mitchell et al., 2010
LA Seton formation 1 256 1885 Mitchell et al., 2010
FS Keruu dykes 11 256 1870 5739
FS Nilsia-Varpaisjarvi dykes 17 255 1845 1327
FS Hankiresi intrusives 18 256 1838 1312
FS Tsuomasavarri ultramaﬁc rocks 9 263 1850 7525
LA Akaitcho River formation 5 256 1885 Mitchell et al., 2010
LA Mara formation 6 266 1885 Mitchell et al., 2010
LA Peninsula sill 22 263 1870 Mitchell et al., 2010
LA Pearson formation 22 269 1870 Mitchell et al., 2010
LA Kahochella formation 11 286 1882 Mitchell et al., 2010
LA Peacock Hills formation 13 283 1882 Mitchell et al., 2010
LA Kilohigok sill 25 282 1870 Mitchell et al., 2010
FS Hautavaara gabbro 4 287 1880 7428
LA Martin formation 9 287 1818 Mitchell et al., 2010
LA Wathaman Batholith 9 293 1854 6448
GR Nagssugtoqidian A1 1 295 1790 Piper, 1985/915
GR Nagssugtoqidian A2 7 290 1790 Piper, 1985/915
GR Nagssugtoqidian A3 4 310 1790 Piper, 1985/915
GR Nagssugtoqidian A4 21 290 1790 Piper, 1985/915
LA Et-Then Group 4 310 1780 Mitchell et al., 2010
GR Kaellinghaetten gneisses 22 287 1750 2094
NC A3 dykes 3 272 1769 Piper et al., 2011
LA Dubawnt group 7 277 1785 2739
LA Cleaver dykes 19 277 1740 9139
GR Nagssugtoqidian A5 20 272 1790 Piper, 1985/915
GR North Itvidleq dykes 17 272 1750 2278
GR Itvidleq dykes and gneiss 13 269 1790 2973
GR Nordre Stromfjord gneisses 28 263 1790 2095
GR Angmagssalik norite-charnockite 25 260 1800 847
GR Gothab and Amitsoq gneisses 20 259 1790 3224
GR South Kangamiut dykes 17 259 1790 3222
(continued on next page)
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Table 2 (continued )
Craton Rock unit Pole position Age (Ma) Database number/Reference
N E
GR Nagssugtoqidian A6 26 262 1790 Piper, 1985/915
FS Ropruchey sill 8 256 1770 7406
FS Tarendo intrusions 11 262 1757 5771
FS Tarendo gabbro 13 258 1757 1333
AZ Collider volcanics 11 252 1789 Bispo-Santos et al., 2008
NC A2 dykes 22 254 1769 Piper et al., 2011
LA Hanson lake pluton 36 266 1844 8366
AF Aftout gabbro 37 249 1869 2320
LA Reynard Lake pluton 40 253 1851 8361
GR Nagssugtoqidian A7 38 252 1790 Piper, 1985/915
FS Luantari Granodiorite 41 256 1778 1309
GR Sagdlerssuaq dykes and gneiss 57 266 1627 2277
NC A1 dykes 32 284 1769 Piper et al., 2011
AZ Roraima dolerites 41 289 1770 3271
NC Taihang dykes 35 283 1769 8639
LA Macoun Lake granodiorite 44 288 1854 8367
LA Jan Lake granite 48 270 1767 8371
IN Dharmapuri dykes 50 291 1855 7779
LA Davina Lake granodiorite 54 267 1850 8367
AZ Kabaledo dykes 61 271 1750 3004
GR Ketilidian metavolcanics 1 58 272 1750 2306
LA Boot Phantom pluton 62 279 1838 8359
LA Deschambault Pegmatites 68 276 1770 8889
LA Deschambault/tower Is. Plutons 77 258 1796 8358
GR North Kangamiut dykes 52 227 1800 3223
GR Ketilidian metavolcanics 2 64 221 1750 2307
GR Nagssugtoqidian A9 48 219 1790 Piper, 1985/915
GR Nagssugtoqidian A10 55 198 1790 Piper, 1985/915
AU Lunch Creek, normal group 29 240 1740 Roberts, 1983
AU Lunch Creek lopolith 15 248 1740 1930
AU Lunch Creek, Northern sector 16 251 1740 Roberts, 1983
AU Lunch Creek, group mean 13 245 1740 Roberts, 1983
GR Nagssugtoqidian A8 42 236 1790 Piper, 1985/915
GR Nagssugtoqidian B5 3 260 e Piper, 1985/915
GR Nordfjord gneisses 1 230 1800 848
GR Nagssugtoqidian B3 9 197 e Piper, 1985/915
GR Nagssugtoqidian B4 2 225 e Piper, 1985/915
GR Nagssugtoqidian B1 11 212 e Piper, 1985/915
GR Nagssugtoqidian B2 4 243 e Piper, 1985/915
AU Hart dolerite 33 211 1762 1940
AU Peters Creek formation 28 208 1725 8725
Footnotes: 2.9e2.0 Ga pole are rotated into Protopangaean coordinates and 2.0e1.7 Ga poles into Palaeopangaean coordinates listed in Table 1; results from the West African
Shield (Ferke Batholith of Ivory Coast and Gabon Metamorphics) use slightly different rotation parameters from South-Central Africa (131.5 , 123.5 , 59.0 , Piper, 2010b).
Craton designations are: LA, Laurentia (Slave, S, Churchill, C, andWyoming, W, nuclei); AF, Africa (Congo, Kaapvaal, K, Tanzania, T, and Zimbabwe, Z, nuclei); FS, Fennoscandia;
AU, Australia; IC, Indian Cratons; GR, Greenland; AZ, Amazonia; SF, Sao Francisco; WA, West Africa. (A) Mean of Groundhog, Hornepayne and Ogoki results 5147, 6453 and
6452; (B) ‘Majority’ result; mean of results 1273, 1721, 2153, 3489, 3492, 5876, 6353, 6392, 6401, 6441 (intrudes result 18), 6455 and 64,563; (C) Mean of results 6442, 6454
and 6672; (D) Mean of results 1599, 1639, 1666, 2620, 2804, 3071, 3417, and 6355; (E) Uplift and exhumation magnetisations of Indian charnockite terranes linked to early
Palaeoproterozoic cooling atw2.5e2.1 Ga but no more precise estimates available. Poles denoted NB are uplift-cooling magnetisations from the Nagssugtoqidian Belt of West
Greenland after Piper (1985); ages are only approximately known and they are inserted here to provide APW path continuity for calculation of vRMS. References to sources are
GPDB result numbers or references listed and additional data are from Piper (1988).
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provide no substantial support for it.
Remarkably just this one ﬁgure is required to summarise the
essential features of the palaeomagnetic evidence embracing
a billion years during this early history of the continental crust. This
is possible because little APW occurred between w2.7e2.2 Ga,
a quasi-static interval evidently spanning a time period compa-
rable to the whole Phanerozoic. The reality of this long interval of
small and essentially random movement is illustrated by migra-
tions between mean poles calculated from successive age groups in
Fig. 2. Since proximities of the core cratons contributing to these
data survive until 0.8e0.6 Ga with the conﬁguration of Laurentia-
South-Central Africa remaining invariant, Fig. 2 implies that the
heart of the continental crust as resolvable by palaeomagnetism
remained integral until Ediacaran times: whilst the lower level
dispersion of thew2.7e2.2 Ga poles in Fig. 2 will no doubt in part,
be a reﬂection of later internal deformation of the crust, the
signiﬁcance of the general grouping is clear. During this eraProtopangaeawas oriented approximately symmetrically about the
palaeoequator in a way comparable to the Phanerozoic supercon-
tinent (Neo)Pangaea (Le Pichon and Huchon, 1984). The long quasi-
static interval was only terminated by rapid APWatw2.2e2.1 Ga as
the pole moved through an arc distance of w90 which carried it
from the periphery of the supercontinent to a location near the
geometric centre (Fig. 2); this motion is constrained for example, by
results from the Bushveld Complex (w2.06 Ga) in southern Africa
and dyke swarms of the Laurentian Shield such as the Biscotasing
(2166  14 Ma), Marathon (2121  14 Ma) and Fort Frances
(2076  5 Ma and Table 2). This singular reconﬁguration of the
continental crust was evidently linked to major environmental
changes and speciﬁcally correlates with the w2.2e2.06 Ga
Lomagundi-Jatuli carbon isotopic event reckoned to record the
longest and largest d13C event in Earth history (Melezhik et al.,
2007).
Palaeomagnetic data assigned to the interval 2.0e1.7 Ga are
summarised in the latter part of Table 2 and comprise a population
Table 3
Compilation of palaeomagnetic poles assigned to the interval w1.7e0.6 Ga.
Rock unit Craton Age (Ma) Pole position Database number/Reference
N E
Eskimo volcanics NA 1713 40 182 1627
West branch volcanics AU 1709 8 200 8719
Hobblechain rhyolite AU 1677 17 200 7607
Packsaddle microgranite AU 1677 4 199 7609
Masterton sandstone AU 1677 35 198 7610
Gaoyuzhuang formation CN 1650 20 207 976
Mallapunyah formation AU 1677 23 218 7612
Bathlaros kimberlite AF 1640 14 211 5987
Dahongyu formation CN 1630 38 221 977
Loftahammar gabbro FS 1658 1 222 2296
Kuisaari diabase FS 1650 8 226 1308
Quartz porphyry dykes FS 1628 7 227 407
Karelian sediments FS 1725 4 237 5605
Amelia dolomite AU 1675 6 233 7614
Sipoo diabase dykes FS 1633 2 232 7768
Store Lulevattnet gabbro FS 1650 16 232 815
Ukrainian diabases UK 1600 29 235 5556
Tatoola sandstone AU 1675 3 240 7617
Flaherty volcanics NA 1605 0 244 1629
Uppsala metabasite suite FS 1660 2 249 824
Haig intrusive NA 1605 1 247 1630
Sutton inlier diabase NA 1600 3 247 1672
Sipoo quartz porphyry dykes FS 1633 2 255 7765
Karelian intrusions & sediments FS 1725 12 255 5610
Melville-Daly Bay rocks NA 1622 11 259 2654
Myrtle Shale AU 1660 14 261 7621
Emmerugga dolomite AU 1660 16 264 7619
Sagdlerssuaq dykes and gneiss GR 1627 57 266 2277
Ratan granite FS 1700 15 265 8757
Lynott formation AU 1637 6 263 8721
Manitou falls formation NA 1700 12 271 6939
Sparrow dykes NA 1675 12 291 2642
Yunmengshan formation CN 1512 27 323 Zhang et al., 2006, 2009
Balbirini dolomite, upper AU 1589 24 315 8724
Gawler Range volcanics AU 1503 2 300 1962
Tieling formation (i) CN 1460 22 286 Zhang et al., 2006, 2009
Parguaza batholith AZ 1545 6 260 8153
Amos formation AU 1614 7 254 8723
Balbirini dolomite, lower AU 1612 6 253 8723
Balbirini dolomite AU 1570 3 249 7622
Rödö dykes FS 1513 5 248 Pei et al., 2006
Lunmen-Crawford Fms. AU 1575 44 246 7624
Nordingra gabbro-anorthosite FS 1570 39 226 643
Nordingra granite FS 1570 29 221 645
Ragunda Rapakivi suite FS 1530 17 244 5788
Ragunda formation FS 1530 20 246 1320
Kotuykau River sediments SI 1480 9 240 5591
Sub-Jotnian intrusions FS 1550 7 236 7534
E-W Post-Svecokarelian dykes FS 1535 10 234 932
Foglo diabases FS 1548 1 232 3094
Foglo-Sottunga dykes FS 1538 3 231 5741
Tieling formation (ii) CN 1460 9 231 Zhang et al., 2006, 2009
Yangzhuang dolomite CN 1512 3 222 Pei et al., 2006
Halleforsnas dyke FS 1518 13 221 826
Brando dykes FS 1599 10 220 5757
Aldan region intrusives SI 1590 6 219 5509
Kumlinge diabase FS 1582 12 217 3095
Fomich River dykes SI 1513 23 217 Wingate et al., 2009
Kumlinge-Brando dykes FS 1576 6 213 5740
Kuonamka dykes SI 1503 15 190 8554
Yangzhuang formation CN 1512 6 186 Zhang et al., 2006, 2009
Wumishan formation CN 1512 6 187 Zhang et al., 2006, 2009
Valaam sill FS 1458 9 208 Salminen and Pesonen, 2007
Kyutingde-Solil maﬁc rocks SI 1473 38 216 Wingate et al., 2009
Lake Ladoga maﬁc rocks FS 1452 1 214 Lubnina et al., 2010
Upper dala volcanics FS 1455 7 224 3013
Spanish River dykes NA 1435 10 224 2647
Jotnian basalts FS 1455 5 230 Piper and Smith, 1980
Jotnian basalts FS 1455 0 233 3014
Late Jotnian dykes FS 1455 2 221 3015
St Francois Mountains rocks NA 1476 13 219 8932
St Francois Mtns volcanics (i) NA 1476 1 218 3435
(continued on next page)
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Table 3 (continued )
Rock unit Craton Age (Ma) Pole position Database number/Reference
N E
St Francois Mtns volcanics (ii) NA 1476 1 217 3439
Croker island complex NA 1475 5 217 3186
Michikamau intrusion NA 1460 1 215 3338
Michikamau intrusion NA 1460 2 218 2913
Laramie anorthosite complex NA 1440 7 217 7493
Electra Lake gabbro NA 1434 21 221 8342
Spokane formation NA 1461 25 216 9039
Arymas formation SI 1473 18 207 5656
Snowslip formation NA 1457 25 210 9038
Purcell lava NA 1443 24 216 9037
Shepard formation NA 1416 23 213 9036
Mt Shields formation, lower NA 1416 26 215 9035
Sherman granite NA 1431 4 211 8905
Wind River range dykes NA 1400 22 209 8995
Harp Lake complex NA 1450 2 206 2055
Mt Shields formation, middle NA 1416 18 204 9034
Mt Shields formation, upper NA 1416 16 202 9033
Bonner quartzite NA 1416 11 207 9032
McNamara formation NA 1416 14 208 9031
Chieress dyke SI 1384 8 213 8555
Pilcher/Garnet-Range/Libby NA 1385 19 215 9030
Sibley group (i) NA 1370 21 216 2652
Harp Lake aureole NA 1375 14 216 2057
Sibley group (ii) NA 1370 16 211 3570
Basic intrusives CN 1353 16 206 Zhang et al., 1991
Mealy dykes NA 1380 23 187 1709
Seal group redbeds NA 1321 5 205 2658
Seal Lake group NA 1321 17 195 1604
Mistatin pluton NA 1317 1 202 2271
Nain anorthosite NA 1305 12 207 2180
Gangau Tilloid IN 1300 2 229 8103
Sub-Jotnian lavas FS 1375 5 230 1325
Avzyan group I UK 1306 11 232 5554
Ragunda formation FS 1293 20 246 1320
Harp dykes NA 1273 19 228 2056
Zig Zag Dal basalts GR 1250 15 227 98
Ragunda Rapakivi suite FS 1293 17 224 5788
Eriksfjord Gp., lower lavas GR 1299 10 223 Thomas and Piper, 1992
Midsommersoe dolerite GR 1250 10 226 99
Post-Ragunda dykes FS 1285 15 222 1321
Victoria Fjord dolerite dykes GR 1250 14 216 489
GrønnedaleIka complex GR 1299 13 212 7529
BD0 dykes GR 1276 15 211 2104
Eriksfjord group, Up. lavas GR 1299 21 206 Thomas and Piper, 1992
Mackenzie dykes NA 1267 4 202 5916
Nordingra basic dykes 2 FS 1250 3 201 5796
Sarna dolerites FS 1253 11 197 1326
Gavle dolerite FS 1250 20 195 2298
Motzfeldt complex GR 1282 15 195 6608
Satakunta dolerites FS 1275 11 194 3478
Jamtland complex FS 1275 8 194 8688
Mackenzie dykes NA 1267 4 193 3187
Satakunta complex FS 1275 6 192 8689
Muskox intrusion NA 1270 6 191 3484
Jotnian dolerites FS 1245 13 191 2300
Basal Eriksfjord group lavas GR 1299 16 190 Piper, 1992
Keewatin Mackenzie dykes NA 1250 3 190 2648
Mackenzie dykes NA 1267 1 189 2663
Lamprophyre dykes GR 1250 9 189 2108
BD0 dyke GR 1284 6 186 Piper, 1995
Vasterbotten complex FS 1275 7 185 8686
Ulfo complex FS 1275 8 185 8687
Vaster-Norrland dolerites FS 1242 8 185 5
Market dolerites FS 1265 18 181 3093
Gnarp sills FS 1242 13 174 5795
Kûngnât Fjeld complex GR 1219 9 182 2107
Savage point sills NA 1240 3 183 1747
Giman dolerite FS 1204 13 185 5800
Nordingra dolerite FS 1245 8 188 2299
Alvdelsassen dolerite sill FS 1231 19 189 935
Narssassuaq stock GR 1225 15 190 6606
BD1 dykes, western sector GR 1235 9 191 Piper, 1995
Bornholm group B dykes FS 1200 11 191 7639
Sudbury dykes NA 1235 3 193 2175
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Table 3 (continued )
Rock unit Craton Age (Ma) Pole position Database number/Reference
N E
Ulvo dolerites FS 1215 8 194 5798
Ulvo dolerite dykes FS 1215 3 194 5798
BD1 dykes, north-west sector GR 1235 8 198 7628
W. Greenland kimberlite suite GR 1227 8 198 839
Vaasa dolerites FS 1248 8 201 3460
Post Grønnedal dykes GR 1235 12 203 Piper, 1994
Storsjon-Edsbyn sills FS 1275 11 205 8625
BD2-BD3 dykes, W. sector GR 1227 35 205 Piper, 1995
BD2-BD3 dykes, NW sector GR 1249 44 214 Piper, 1995
BD2-BD3 overprints in unit 1 GR 1249 29 214 Piper, 1995
Avzyan group III UK 1200 11 232 5553
Mt. Barren metasediments1 AU 1205 8 239 8981
Mernda Morn Mean1 AU 1200 17 248 Evans, 2010
Banganapalli quartzite2 IN 1200 29 231 Goutham et al., 2011
Stoer group HC 1199 33 203 9198/9199/9200
Barby formation lavas AF 1190 51 192 2566
Hviddal giant dyke, Tugtutôq GR 1184 38 200 2132
South Qôroq complex GR 1160 47 200 6610
Nova Floresta formation AZ 1199 43 209 8827
Narssaq gabbro GR 1143 36 211 2133
BD3 dykes, eastern sector GR 1152 41 210 2105
Younger giant dykes GR 1143 46 213 2131
BD3 dyke swarms, NW sector GR 1152 37 217 6609
Premier kimberlite AF 1170 45 217 3288
South trap range lavas NA 1100 29 233 3091
Baraga County dykes NA 1150 49 238 1617
Kimberlite pipes AF 1174 41 245 185/7545/7546
Bangemall sills1 AU 1070 68 250 8781
Oddanchatram anorthosite2 IN 1050 37 257 9150
Ilímaussaq complex GR 1143 71 283 8454
Gargantua volcanics (R) NA 1100 72 223 3061
Alona Bay volcanics NA 1100 47 233 3065
Coats Land nunataks AN 1112 56 220 8235
Gargantua/Mamainse (R) NA 1050 50 226 2661
Mamainse point lavas (R) NA 1092 49 232 3064
Logan sills (R) NA 1108 47 220 3024
Logan sills (N) NA 1108 48 218 3056
Powder mill volcanics NA 1200 39 218 349
Coldwell complex NA 1108 54 217 6493
Marquette dykes NA 1150 48 214 1616
Thunder Bay dykes (R) NA 1135 48 212 1311
Abitibi dykes NA 1141 44 211 7193
Umkondo dolerites AF 1105 53 200 3447
Timbavati gabbros AF 1105 55 205 8140
Olivenca dykes-R SF 1078 62 206 6324
Salvador dykes SF 1021 57 205 D’Agrella-Filho et al., 2004
Lackner Lake carbonatite NA 1092 54 204 8381
Osler volcanics (R) NA 1100 49 203 3057
Anantapur dykes, older2 IN 1027 35 209 Pradhan et al., 2010
Aillik dykes NA 1025 27 224 2600
Anantapur dykes, younger2 IN 1027 7 236 Pradhan et al., 2010
Itaju do Colonia dykes SF 1045 41 199 6326
Lester River sill NA 1069 35 199 3021
Duluth gabbro NA 1091 33 199 2617
Osler volcanics NA 1100 43 195 2612
Borgmassivet intrusions AN 1130 60 165 Jones et al., 2003
Umkondo lavas AF 1105 44 193 3425
Kalkpunt formation AF 925 35 192 891
Keweenawan intrusives NA 1091 42 191 3018
Beaver Bay complex NA 1091 28 190 3153
Olivenca dykes-N SF 1045 37 189 6325
Shenango alkaline complex NA 1055 39 189 7302
Endion sill NA 1069 32 189 3020
Nemegosenda complex NA 1107 51 188 7303
Chipman Lake carbonatite NA 1100 38 186 6668
Mamainse point formation NA 1092 38 186 944
Mellon gabbro NA 1091 36 185 3166
Lackner-Borden carbonatite NA 1105 39 185 7324
Cardenas volcanics NA 1091 32 185 9073
North Qôroq complex GR 1168 20 184 6607
Chengwater volcanics NA 1082 18 188 8163
Duluth gabbro NA 1091 48 183 3154
Portage Lake lavas NA 1096 27 183 5894
(continued on next page)
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Table 3 (continued )
Rock unit Craton Age (Ma) Pole position Database number/Reference
N E
Firesand River carbonatite NA 1090 27 183 8380
North Shore volcanics NA 1115 33 183 5900
Gargantua/Mamainse (N) NA 1050 30 183 2660
Seabrook Lake carbonatite NA 1113 46 180 6671
Mamainse point volcanics (N) NA 1114 37 180 3063
Logan dykes NA 1029 35 181 2980
Gargantua volcanics (N) NA 1100 34 180 3060
Michipicoten point volcanics NA 1100 29 179 3062
Gila County diabase NA 1150 27 179 2940
Clay Howells carbonatite NA 1075 27 178 6475
Copper Harbour lavas NA 1125 35 176 1655
Thunder Bay dykes (N) NA 1135 36 175 1310
Portage Lake volcanics NA 1096 24 176 5901
Society Cliffs dolostone NA 1095 43 168 9250
Guperas lavas AF 1085 31 165 2567
Michipicoten island formation NA 1079 26 175 945
Ilheus dykes SF 1012 28 175 6323
Isle Royale lavas NA 1100 21 176 5898
Nonesuch shale NA 1046 8 178 2053
Freda sandstone NA 1055 2 179 2051
Ntimbankulu pluton AF 1050 3 179 8611
Lake shore traps NA 1087 22 181 7198
Malgina formation SI 1043 13 182 8571
Sibley conglomerate NA 1050 22 184 9082
Cardenas lavas NA 1090 0 185 2591
Gila County dolerite sills NA 1090 25 205 7191
O’okiep intrusions AF 1056 12 190 2565
Torridon group HC 1024 2 195 Piper and Darabi, 2005
Logan diabase NA 1091 26 194 3023
Franklin mountains rocks NA 1098 28 200 3001
Auborus formation AF 1000 29 195 2568
Derevninskaya suite SI 1040 14 204 7989
Linok suite SI 1040 10 206 7992
Linok & Malgina formations SI 1043 10 208 8572
Bamble Terrane I FS 900 9 201 Piper 2009
Majhgawan kimberlite2 IN 1073 2 210 Malone et al., 2008
Upper Vindhyan sequence2 IN 995 1 203 Malone et al., 2008
Telemark Terrane I FS 900 6 190 Piper 2009
Udjinsk group SI 900 2 192 5650
Bander and Rewa series2 IN 995 1 200 2048
Balagannakh River sediments SI 1020 11 210 5655
Lena River igneous rocks SI 900 4 185 5688
Sukhotungusinskaya suite SI 1040 2 179 7990
Nosib group AF 980 2 176 247
Nelkan formation SI 1020 3 172 Pavlov et al., 2006
Laanila dykes FS 998 6 152 5744
Laanila-Ristijarvi dykes FS 1042 8 146 8275
Kumahinsk formation SI 1030 2 155 Pavlov et al., 2006
Ignikan formation SI 1010 2 155 Pavlov et al., 2006
Milkon formation SI 1025 7 150 Pavlov et al., 2006
Dobrinskaya suite SI 1200 6 154 6876
Laanila dykes FS 998 6 152 5744
Eileen formation NA 1000 20 156 1644
Laanila-Ristijarvi dykes FS 1042 8 146 8275
Steel mountain anorthosite NA 1000 23 139 2261
Tudor gabbro NA 1110 17 138 2604
Lake view dolerite2 AU 1120 43 123 1928
Mt Isa IAR dykes2 AU 1116 47 133 7549
Wajrakarur kimberlite2 IN 1075 11 115 7551
Alcurra (Kulgera) dyke swarm2 AU 1054 4 101 6371
Char group unit I2 WA 998 13 112 378
Ust-Kirbinskaya suite SI 950 5 137 8936
St Urbain anorthosite NA 950 3 153 5841
Grenville diabases NA 850 3 151 2989
Chibougamau CH component NA 950 7 155 **
Indian head anorthosite NA 1000 8 158 2260
NA9 NA 1016 14 153 Piper, 2010b
Haliburton C component NA 925 1 165 **
Lac St Jean anorthosite NA 925 8 167 1684
Wilberforce pyroxenite NA 950 14 148 2603
Whitestone anorthosite WS NA 975 16 156 **
Umfraville gabbro NA 1180 11 166 2079
Cordova gabbro NA 900 11 151 130
Whitestone anorthosite WZ NA 925 16 156 **
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Table 3 (continued )
Rock unit Craton Age (Ma) Pole position Database number/Reference
N E
Nankoweap formation NA 875 10 163 9074
Kingston dykes NA 850 12 163 2667
Egersund dykes FS 894 15 165 3007/3635
FS7 FS 962 16 166 Piper, 2010b
Bamble Terrane IV FS 910 17 167 Piper 2009
Thanet gabbro NA 1025 28 158 2181
Anabar shield dolerites SI 977 22 158 5576
RD dykes2 IN 871 19 167 Goutham et al., 2011
Kautokeino dykes FS 1066 26 168 8276
Chang-Longshan formation NC 855 26 170 970
FS6 FS 976 31 172 Piper, 2010b
NA10 NA 1002 34 152 Piper, 2010b
FS8 FS 926 33 153 Piper, 2010b
Rogaland farsundite FS 977 34 164 894
Grenville dykes NA 1000 36 175 5839
Telemark Terrane III FS 910 23 175 Piper 2009
Bamble Terrane V FS 910 38 179 Piper 2009
Rogaland migmatites FS 927 40 174 5808
L. Cuizhuang formation NC 900 17 189 Zhang et al., 1991
Namaqualand metamorphics AF 1000 20 187 1566
U. Cuizhuang formation NC 900 28 194 Zhang et al., 1991
Sanjiaotang formation NC 900 24 200 8812
Port Edward pluton AF 1005 35 190 9135
Shicaohe formation SC 960 49 193 957
Suakin gabbro AF 841 56 178 7760
W. Sweden minor dykes FS 1000 36 156 910
Gatineau metamorphic rocks NA 1000 32 156 2976
W. Sweden minor dykes FS 900 36 156 910
Borden dykes NA 950 27 153 1686
Alvesta-Ljungby group I FS 945 33 155 8256
Garsaknett leucocite FS 902 30 155 897
Hidra leuconorite FS 902 33 154 896
Bjerkrem-Sogndal lopolith FS 945 31 151 900
FS9 FS 915 32 137 Piper, 2010b
Rogaland basement rocks FS 894 26 142 3005
Haaland-Helleren massif FS 977 30 148 899
Scania intrusions FS 900 39 146 1330
Karlshamn dolerite dyke FS 954 30 145 2757/5805
Lac Allard anorthosite NA 1000 39 140 3406
Halliburton A component NA 1015 33 142 9165
Morin anorthosite complex NA 925 42 141 2475
Egersund anorthosite FS 900 32 136 5810
Aana-Sira massif FS 915 36 134 898
Egersund farsundite FS 915 33 131 2295
Bukoban dolerites AF 806 41 130 2500
Gagwe lavas AF 795 59 125 2499
Gagwe/Kabuye lavas AF 795 52 113 7785
Magnetawan metasediments NA 1000 24 130 5871
Mbala dolerites AF 806 32 129 2905
Whitestone anorthosite Z NA 975 22 140 2616
Songziyan formation SC 950 20 118 956
Slyudyankinskaya suite SI 859 6 106 7353
Kigonero ﬂags AF 800 17 128 2503
NA11 NA 985 13 151 Piper, 2010b
Kandykskaya suite SI 975 10 131 8935
Telemark Terrane II FS 885 6 148 Piper, 2009
Bamble Terrane III FS 885 6 135 Piper, 2009
Bamble-Kongsberg amphibolites FS 885 2 146 2756
Alvestsa-Ljungby group III FS 950 2 145 8259
FS10 FS 898 1 141 Piper, 2010b
Dicken sandstone IN 800 5 140 Poornachandra Rao et al., 2005
Ikorongo group AF 925 7 126 2911
NA12 NA 900 6 159 Piper, 2010b
Bamble intrusions FS 885 16 134 904
Rogaland Y component FS 850 3 170 Stearn and Piper, 1984
Browne formation AU 830 4 174 Pisarevsky et al., 2007
FS11 FS 899 14 177 Piper, 2010b
Dolerites east of protogine zone NA 933 17 178 2187
Bratton & Algon intrusions NA 885 14 184 909
Kanna gneiss LBT component FS 850 29 193 Pisarevsky and Bylund, 1998
FS12 FS 850 10 188 Piper, 2010b
Qiaotou formation NC 800 15 198 Zhang et al., 2006
Macaoyan group SC 843 5 194 954
(continued on next page)
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Table 3 (continued )
Rock unit Craton Age (Ma) Pole position Database number/Reference
N E
Alvesta-Ljungby group II NA 900 1 172 8259
Bamble Terrane II NA 885 19 163 Piper, 2009
L. Grusdievbreen formation SV 765 17 164 Maloof et al., 2006
Liulaobei formation NC 850 28 178 Piper and Zhang, 1997
Natkusiak formation (i) NA 723 69 159 1696
Aksu dykes TA 807 39 158 Chen et al., 2004
Vadsö & Barents sea groups FS 809 33 142 7536
Xiaofeng dyke swarm SC 802 48 122 9117
Sredniy-Kildin Redbeds FS 800 40 127 Shpunov and Chumakov, 1991
Oje basalts FS 838 41 115 5774
Kildinsk series, Kola FS 725 30 130 5628
Tsezotene formation NA 830 12 146 341
Mt Nelson Fm. Goat River NA 850 10 156 1693
Cap dolomite/Walsh tillite AU 720 4 134 8562
Itabuma dykes SF 781 14 129 Tohver et al., 2006
Little Dal lavas NA 778 24 115 1674
Harohalli dykes IN 814 31 102 8142
Atar group unit I9 WA 775 17 127 379
Mudcracked Little Dal NA 815 9 143 1712
Basinal Little Dal NA 815 16 141 244
Rusty shale formation NA 815 8 133 6591
Reynolds point formation NA 815 6 147 1700
Mahe granites SY 755 5 147 7555
Beiyixi volcanics TA 755 22 148 Huang et al., 2005
Malani rhyolites IN 730 2 145 3585
Malani igneous suite IN 771 13 142 8690
Mahe dykes SY 750 6 151 8693
Franklin dykes NA 723 9 153 1687
Brock inlier sills NA 723 2 165 1660
Natkusiak formation (ii) NA 723 7 163 2628
Nangualing formation NC 700 16 176 963
Aston Bay dykes NA 723 18 164 2080
Mundine dykes AU 755 2 168 8560
Northampton dykes AU 755 1 172 1155
Bafﬁn island dykes NA 723 6 168 2601
Nanfen formation NC 797 9 167 966
Nosib group N1 AF 744 2 176 247
U. Grusdievbreen formation SV 765 5 204 Maloof et al., 2006
Mbozi complex AF 743 16 173 7786
Kwagunt formation NA 742 18 166 9137
Keewatin Franklin dykes NA 723 3 161 2648
Svanbergfjellet formation SV 765 23 179 Maloof et al., 2006
Coronation sills NA 723 1 163 2965
Tremblay sound dyke NA 700 26 166 1688
La Tinta formation SF 709 20 161 63
Ganzingzi formation NC 700 6 167 962
Chela group tuffs AF 744 6 182 6977
Merinjina tillite AU 740 7 191 1160
Rapitan group NA 700 7 194 2143
Liantuo formation SC 748 8 196 8543
Yaltipena formation AU 635 8 196 8514
Changlingzi formation NC 700 17 182 Zhang et al., 2006
Chuos formation, Otavi AF 690 32 197 250
Nyborg formation FS 653 17 200 7740
Glen mtns. layered complex NA 730 20 200 1213
Batsfjord dykes FS 640 36 214 2312
Dongjia formation NC 650 35 154 8811
Garnish red sandstone NA 607 5 148 441
Famine Back Cove basalt NA 607 1 162 410
Long range dykes NA 615 12 166 6934
Cloud mountain basalt NA 615 5 172 2231
Brachina formation AU 600 17 175 1168
Elatina formation (iii) AU 600 4 180 6354
Elatina formation (iv) AU 600 0 185 560
Angepena formation AU 635 19 189 1164
Elatina formation (ii) AU 600 0 192 7597
Nantuo formation SC 632 10 193 8149/8545
Elatina formation (i) AU 600 12 203 8515
Adma diorite WA 613 3 202 69
The database used to evaluate thisw1.1 Ga time interval comprises 420 poles from: Central-South Africa 26, West Africa 3, Amazonia 2, Antarctica 2, North China 20, South
China 6, Fennoscandia (Baltica) 92, Laurentia (Greenland) 28, Hebridean Craton 2, India 14, Laurentia (North America) 155, Sao Francisco-Rio de la Plata 7, Seychelles
Microcontinent 2, Siberia 24, Tarim 2, Svalbard 3. The poles NA9-NA12 and FS6-FS12 noted in italics here are mean poles shown in Fig. 4 to illustrate the Grenville-
Sveconorwegian Loop after Piper (2010b); they are not included in the breakdown of poles noted in the previous sentence. **Pole position included in regional “chron-
tour” assessment of McWilliams and Dunlop (1978). The superﬁxs 1 and 2 by Australian and Indian units refer to poles with ages between 1.2 and 1.0 Ga correlating with the
transition between Palaeopangaea ‘A’ and ‘B’ with the quoted pole position given rotated according to the A(superﬁx 1) or to the B(superﬁx 2) conﬁguration.
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Shields 5, Laurentia 26, Fennoscandia 8, Greenland 27, North China
4 and India 1). Unfortunately the interval 2.0e1.9 Ga is largely
devoid of data (Table 3) and no tight constraints are available to
clarify APW although the African data suggest that continent-
centric position prevailed during these times, several recent
studies permit deﬁnition afterw1.9 Ga (Fig. 3); speciﬁcallyMitchell
et al. (2010) have re-evaluated thew1.9e1.8 Ga “Coronation Loop”
of Irving and McGlynn (1979) to reﬁne aw110 APW path crossing
the supercontinent and embracing a range of results from rock
formations bordering the Slave Craton in NW Laurentia. A compa-
rable distribution of w2.0e1.85 Ga poles tracking across Africa as
an equatorial swathe in present day coordinates has long been
recognised in the data from southern Africa (e.g. Morgan and
Briden, 1981; Hattingh and Paula, 1994; Hanson et al., 2004). This
path coincides with the Laurentian data using the same
(2.8e2.0 Ga) rotation parameters as the data of Fig. 2 (Piper et al.,
2011) and the contemporaneous record from elsewhere, notably
North China, Fennoscandia and Australia, shows that the path has
wider relevance to other shields (Fig. 3). Afterw1.9 Ga commencing
in the west with near-coincidence of poles from Mashonaland
Dolerites (1876 Ma) of Zimbabwe, the Post-Waterberg dolerites of
South Africa (1876Ma) and from the Tochatwi and Stark formations
(1877 Ma) of Laurentia, APW moves eastwards to embrace the
Coronation Track (Fig. 3). Following W-E migration across the
continental crust the path executes a hairpin to merge with APW
deﬁned by uplift exhumation magnetisations from the “Hudso-
nian” terranes of the North Atlantic region and w1.8 Ga uplift
cooling-related magnetisations in dykes and granulite terrane of
the North China Shield (Zhang and Piper, 1994; Piper et al., 2011).
Although the metamorphic poles are by their nature poorly-dated,
numerous results from supracrustal rocks also fall here (e.g. Bispo-
Santos et al., 2008 and Table 3) and carry the path into high present
day latitudes (Fig. 3). The return path plotted in Fig. 3 is currently
poorly-deﬁned by metamorphic data assigned to a “Nagssugto-
qidian Loop” (Piper, 1985); this seems to have closed within 100Ma
to link with the post w1.7 Ga data plotted in Fig. 4 where
continuing integrity is clearly evident.
Palaeomagnetic results assigned to the interval w1.7e0.6 Ga
rotated into the Laurentian reference frame are summarised in
Table 3 where a total population of 434 poles now comes from
a diversity of cratonic elements including Central-Southern Africa
(26), Antarctica (2), Australia (35), Amazonia (2), Fennoscandia
(92), Greenland (29), Hebridean (2), India (14), North America
(162), North China (20), South China (6), Sao Francisco (7), Siberia
(24), Svalbard (3), Seychelles (2), Tarim (2), Ukraine (3) and West
Africa (2). Although the 1.7e1.3 Ga subinterval is not well repre-
sented by coverage from some key shields, speciﬁcally Africa,
studies of Idnurm and co-workers on the McArthur Basin of
Northern Australia (Idnurm et al., 1995; Idnurm, 2000) identify the
limb of an APW loop datedw1730e1580 Ma (Fig. 4) incorporating
N-S followed by W-E motion with a number of poles suggesting
that the path reached to w260E in the projection of Fig. 4 by
w1.64 Ga. The wider application of this loop to other shields is
indicated by Laurentian results from the Circum-Ungava Orogen
and elsewhere, plus individual results from other cratons (Table 3).
The loop was evidently executed rapidly because results dated
w1.7 Ga and again at w1.6 Ga plot at the western end. Whilst
continuation of APW after this time is recognised in the McArthur
succession, it is in secondary magnetisations (Idnurm, 2000) which
accord with Palaeopangaea ‘B’ and are possibly much younger in
age; however the return path is recorded elsewhere by Fenno-
scandian, Laurentian and Siberian results showing that a position
near 220E in Fig. 4a had been reached byw1520 Ma. Subsequent
low degrees of APW are recorded within the Belt Supergroup ofwestern North America (Elston et al., 2002) yielding a record con-
forming to Fennoscandia, Greenland, Siberia and elsewhere (e.g.
Pavlov et al., 2006; Pei et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2009; Lubnina et al.,
2010 and Fig. 4b) and deﬁning a small loop (the ‘Belt’) in APW; the
collective data plotted in this latter ﬁgure identify near quasi-static
behaviour betweenw1.55 and 1.30 Ga (Table 3).
Minimal motion appears to have prevailed through to the
Mackenzie and Jotnian LIPmagmatism (Fig. 5) with the former dated
w1270 Ma (LeCheminant and Heaman, 1989) and the latter
commencing at a similar time (Soderlund et al., 2006). Little move-
ment persisted during these events although theywere evidently the
prelude to commencement of rapid APWmotion afterw1.2 Ga. This
movement is recorded from successive pulses of igneous activity
within the Gardar Igneous Province of South Greenlandwhich deﬁne
the Gardar Track (Piper, 1992, 1995), a path that continues at least
until the 1143  21 Ma pole from the Ilímaussaq Complex (Table 3),
the youngest palaeomagnetically-studied event in this province.
Movement of the pole position intomedium-high present latitudes is
also indicated by an extensive range of results from the Keweenawan
Province of North America and by isolated results from other shields.
The Gardar Track is the outward swathe of an APW loop sepa-
rated by a “hairpin” (c.f. Figs. 5 and 6) from a track well recorded in
the Keweenawan Province of North America and known in outline
for many years. The Keweenawan Track evidently followed a return
path very close to the outward Gardar Track so that Gardar and
Keweenawan tracks collectively conform to the “Great Logan Loop”
as deﬁned in outline by Robertson and Fahrig in 1971. Commencing
from an extremity in the vicinity of the Ilímaussaq pole,
a substantial sequence of precision-dated poles from North Amer-
ica describes the arcuate NE-SWAPW path (Table 3). The inﬂuence
of potential complexities in the geomagnetic ﬁeld source to APW
deﬁnition during these times as suggested by reversal asymmetry
is still unresolved (Schmidt and Williams, 2003). A recent study
indicates that rapid APW can explain the asymmetry in the
Keweenawan (Swanson-Hysell et al., 2009) although this expla-
nation does not accommodate repeated asymmetry observed
through the somewhat older w1.3 Ga Gardar lava succession in
South Greenland (Thomas and Piper, 1992) which plot near to the
commencement of the Gardar Track. However, the general validity
of the polar migration back to equatorial latitudes in the projection
of Fig. 6 is also afﬁrmed by anchor poles from southern Africa and
Sao Francisco Craton (D’Agrella-Filho et al., 1984, 2004).
Whilst two poles from Antarctica plot within the temporal
framework of this loop (Table 3), the palaeogeographic control of this
shield is largely speculative. The transition from Palaeopangaea ‘A’ to
‘B’ in Fig. 1 is suggested to correspond with required movements of
the Australia, India and North China shields. The ﬁrst and third of
these latter shields are reasonably well constrained in Mesoproter-
ozoic times (Table 3); India is ﬁxed by both geological and palae-
omagnetic constraints in Palaeoproterozoic times but only in
a rudimentary way after that. In each case the Neoproterozoic
conﬁgurations, require that, whilst quasi-integrity was retained,
these shields had rotated from their primitive positions sometime
before 1.0 Ga. The timing of these movements is likely to have coin-
cided with Grenville-era orogenesis which extensively affected the
proto-Gondwana continental blocks. In temporal terms this would
correspond to the younger limit of the Keweenawan Track and it is
anticipated that relative movements will be recorded by data from
these peripheral shields which do not conform to eithermodel. Poles
assigned to the 1.2e1.0 Ga interval relevant to this transition are
highlighted in Table 3. Poles from India (Malone et al., 2008; Pradhan
et al., 2010) conform reasonably well to APWP deﬁned elsewhere
using the ‘B’ conﬁguration with the exception of the result from the
younger Anantapur dykes (1027  13 Ma). Possible correlations of
Australian data (e.g. Pisarevskyet al., 2007) can be suggestedwith the
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conﬁguration (most poles<1.12 Ga), although agreements tend to be
fairly poor and results from Bremner Bay Metamorphic rocks
(w1.15 Ga) andWooltana volcanics (w0.83 Ga?) showno conformity
to either reconstruction. Thus the timing of transition from ‘A’ to ‘B’
conﬁgurations is not tightly constrained in the southern wing by
present data. In the northern wing rotation of Fennoscandia into
Palaeopangaea ‘B’ is recognised between the Jotnian LIP event at
w1.25 Ga and post-orogenic Grenville-Sveconorwegian uplift
commencing atw1.0 Ga (Pisarevsky and Bylund, 1998; Piper, 2009;
Mertanen and Korhonen, 2011).
The younger extension of the Keweenawan Track connects with
the southerly-extending Grenville-Sveconorwegian Loop con-
strained to the approximate interval 1.0e0.85 Ga. The linking path
appears to be an east to west path embracing poles in the approx-
imate age range 1.05e1.0 Ga (Table 3). The succeeding loop is
deﬁned as a tight clockwise loop in Fig. 6 from the Fennoscandian
Shield by the succession ofmeanpoles FS5eFS10 (Piper, 2010b). The
component of this record derived from the uplift and cooling
magnetisation record from the interior of the Sveconorwegian Belt
in SE Norway beginswith Rogaland poles included inmeanpole FS6
and falling near the base of the loop with an assigned age of
w980 Ma; the outward path seems to be presently unrecorded in
this shield. Corresponding mean poles from Laurentia are
NA8eNA12 in Fig. 6 and describe the Grenville Loop, a recognised
feature of North America Neoproterozoic APW for many years
(Irving and McGlynn, 1976). The clockwise or anticlockwise char-
acter of this loop has been much debated (see Weil et al., 1998 for
earlier discussion). A tight anticlockwise loop based on “chrontour”
uplift and cooling ages from the Grenville Province (McWilliams
and Dunlop, 1978) is expected to be unreliable in detail because
hydrothermal alteration has caused chemical remagnetisation and
anomalously old K-Ar ages near the Grenville Front (Constanzo
Alvarez and Dunlop, 1998). Expansion and revision of the contem-
poraneous record from the Fennoscandian Shield (Pisarevsky and
Bylund, 1998; Piper, 2009) imply a south-easterly APW motion
from thew1020Mameanpole FS5 to the earliest (w980Ma) record
within the Sveconorwegian Belt (FS6) succeeded by the clockwise
return path shown in Fig. 6a moving back northwards to a present
day equatorial position to include (presumed later acquisition) low
blocking temperature components atw850 Ma (pole FS12).
Whilst some poles from the lower extremity of the Sveconorwe-
gian Loop may be little older than w0.9 Ga in age (FS8 and FS9),
equivalent Grenville poles are possibly up tow100 Ma older (NA10
and NA11) and highlight uncertainties about the duration of the
southerly extension of the loop. Although it is conformity of Grenville
and Sveconorwegian loops which constraints the later Neo-
proterozoic reconstruction of Fennoscandia and Laurentia in Palae-
opangaea ‘B’, in the context of the broadening and lowering or
magnetisation acquisition during prolonged exhumation cooling and
the accompanying extended range of isotopic closure, magnetisation
age estimates are only crude indicators of true age. Poles from
supracrustal rocks should provide a better constraint. Poles from the
Bukoban Supergroup in East Africa plotting at the base of the loop are
dated about w0.8 Ga with the 795  7 Ma Ar-Ar age of the Gagwe
lavas (Deblond et al., 2001) currently providing the most quoted
estimate; however, these lavas have a Pan-African isotopic imprint
(Piper,1972) and this estimatemay be too young. Other African poles
plotting near this hairpin in the APWP include the Port Edward
Pluton with a cooling, and possible magnetisation, age as old as
w1005 Ma and the Suakin Gabbro dated 841  4 Ma emphasise the
unsatisfactory age deﬁnition of this hairpin in the Grenville-
Sveconorwegian loop. Nevertheless the wider validity of this
loop as an indicator of continental quasi-integrity does not seem to
be in question because the subsequent 0.8e0.6 Ga global datasetcontinues to conform to a single APW path using the same rotational
parameters (Fig. 7). Although increasingdispersionof thepolesmight
be anticipated in view of evidence for ongoing continental rifting
after w0.75 Ga (Li et al., 2003) and commencement of the (Pan-
African) East African orogeny (Meert, 2003), there is no palae-
omagnetic signature of break-up. Poles continue to conform to
a single path until the crucial geological evidence for dismember-
ment of the crust atw0.6 Ga (c.f. Figs. 7 and 8).
Late Neoproterozoic poles embracing the last interval of conti-
nental integrity in the Precambrian record are plotted in Fig. 7. Rapid
APW atw0.82e0.75 Ga is described by poles illustrating consistent
N-S to NW-SE APW. As detailed elsewhere (Piper, 2010b, in press),
this motion is now identiﬁed from all major shields ranging from
Fennoscandia andSvalbardon thenorthernwingofPalaeopangaea to
South China on the southern wing (Fig. 1b). After w0.75 Ga until
0.6 Ga all rotated poles plot within aw40 long equatorial band and
identify the third protracted period of quasi-static behaviour in the
Precambrian record. This key dataset refutes all “Rodinia” models
because (1) poles continue to conform to a uniﬁed path using
invariant parameters applicable to older data, and (2) inferred APW
trends all follow the same anticlockwise swathe. Speciﬁcally poles
attributed to Marinoan-age glacial rocks from Australia (Elatina
Formation), South China (Nantuo Formation) and northern Norway
(Nyborg Formation) plot in proximity at the younger limit of the
swathe (Fig. 7) providing concise evidence that Palaeopangaea was
still integral early in Ediacaran times (w0.6 Ga). Although APW
appears to have virtually ceased during these times, within age and
positional limits the poles can be ordered to suggest small oscillatory
motion (Table 3) with possible implications to True Polar Wander
(TPW) as discussed by Maloof et al. (2006).
The Early Ediacaran Period atw0.6 Ga is the last timeline atwhich
a uniﬁed APW path identiﬁes continental integrity. After this, the
poles explicitly scatter as shown by the striking contrast between
Figs. 7 and 8. This is the classic palaeomagnetic signature of conti-
nental break-up as the continental blocks moved apart at rapid and
differential rates after 600 Ma, and presumably in contrasting
directions with ocean basins opening up between them in a global
response as documented by Bond et al. (1984). The character of APW
is summarised in Fig. 8 by a plot of 0.6e0.5 Ga poles rotated into
Palaeopangaean ‘B’ coordinates within a single hemisphere (Piper,
2010b, in press); the disparate positions and limited temporal span
of these data, and evidently large APW movements, preclude deﬁ-
nition of a uniﬁedAPWpath for any single continental block, let alone
the whole crust. The conﬁguration of Laurentia and the central-
southern African shields sustained since at least 2.7 Ga (Fig. 2) is at
last spectacularly destroyed as poles from the two regions move into
widely divergent parts of the projection. Although now showing no
tendency to accordwith Laurentian, Siberian or Fennoscandianpoles,
African data cannot yet deﬁne a coherent APW path although a 90
loop is implied by return of theAPWpath (Fig. 8a) to the 52213Ma
anchor pole from the Ntonya Ring Structure. The African and Arabian
datasets also include some highly divergent poles from Pan-African
terranes with the latter being possibly allochthonous. South Amer-
ican poles comprise a limited dataset plotting from SW to NE in
Fig. 8b and are also expected to conform approximately to the African
data during this interval, although perhaps including movements
along Pan-Africanmobile belts. In contrast poles from the remaining
(Eastern) Gondwana blocks suggest more limited APWalthough also
no doubt incorporating relative movements embracing the effects of
Pan-African orogenesis; in Fig. 8 they are shown plotting to the east
and northeast from thew0.6 Ga positionwhere a group of poles near
the primitive of the projection includes through early to late
Cambrian poles from China.
Numerous workers have recognised comparable large APW
movements in this latest Neoproterozoic and Cambrian dataset (e.g.
Figure 8. Palaeomagnetic poles assigned to the interval 0.6e0.5 Ga showing (a) tentative APW suggested by speciﬁed dated poles from diverse shields and (b) all poles assigned to
this interval (for a complete listing of poles for this time interval see Piper, 2010b). The pole positions are rotated into Palaeopangaea ‘B’ coordinates for comparisonwith Figs. 2e7 to
illustrate the scattering of poles during the Ediacaran Period after w0.6 Ga. The speciﬁc comparison with Fig. 7 highlights the palaeomagnetic signature of continental break-up
during these times.
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Abrajevitch and Van der Voo, 2010). Kirschvink et al. (1997) suggest
that an episode of inertial interchange true polar wander (IITPW) is
responsible whilst Meert (1999) argues against the possibility of
IITPW because APW motions are often less than the w90 antici-
pated. Abrajevitch and Van der Voo (2010) propose that the
geomagnetic ﬁeld could brieﬂy have been equatorial during these
times. For the current analysis the keyobservation is thatmovements
clearly differ from block to block (Fig. 8a) and demonstrate that
relative motions occurred with or without the operation of TPW or
equatorial geomagnetic ﬁelds. These differences are for example,
evident in Fig. 8 where APWof Siberia and Laurentia (although not of
course equivalent continental translation) is larger than that of the
East Gondwana blocks and Fennoscandia: whilst the analysis of this
ﬁgure does not discount a contribution from other factors, it clearly
identiﬁes the continental break-up of Palaeopangaea leading to the
scattered distribution of poles by 0.6e0.5 Ga as the cause of the
diverse APW. The Ediacaran polar dispersal also reconciles palae-
omagnetic interpretation with geological observation because it
identiﬁes continental break-up over the late Ediacaraneearly
Cambrian interval as predicted by the world-wide rift-drift transi-
tion identiﬁed from the subsidence of passive margins (Bond et al.,
1984; Bond, 1997) and from multiple geochemical and isotopic
signatures (Piper, 2007, 2010b; Halverson et al., 2010); this is a key
facet of the failure of “Rodinia” models (c.f. Li et al., 2007).
Fig. 9 summarises the long term quasi-integrity of Precam-
brian continental crust as contoured polar distributions assignedFigure 9. Contoured distributions of palaeomagnetic poles assigned to time intervals betwe
0.6 Ga during the interval in which the continental crust retained a preferred continent-ce
struction during the w0.6e0.5 Ga interval embracing Ediacaran and Cambrian times. Figurto 6 age divisions. These intervals are: w1.9e1.7 Ga (Coronation
and Nagssugtoqidian Loops), 1.7e1.3 Ga (McArthur and Belt
Loops), 1.3e1.14 Ga (the Gardar Track), 1.14e0.85 Ga (Keweena-
wan Track and Grenville-Sveconorwegian Loop), and 0.8e0.6 Ga
(Franklin-Adelaide Track) and they comprise the long
PalaeoproterozoiceNeoproterozoic interval during which the
primary position of the pole was located near the geometric
centre of Palaeopangaea. After 0.6 Ga poles speciﬁcally disperse to
describe the signature of continental break-up with APW move-
ments so large that it is not yet possible to deﬁne coherent paths
for disparate blocks. The prevailing preference for poles to plot
near the geometrical centre of the continental crust is the
deﬁning feature of Precambrian APW after 2.1 Ga and provides
a robust constraint to the general quasi-rigid premise. The
random sampling of the continental areas of Fig. 1 conﬁgured in
this way would sample a GAD to reproduce the anomalous
distribution of magnetic inclinations recognised in the Protero-
zoic record by Kent and Smethurst (1998); this anomaly is
therefore recognised as a sampling bias and is not due to any long
term departures from a time-averaged GAD source (Piper, 2010b,
in press) would otherwise be difﬁcult to sustain on theoretical
grounds (Schmidt and Williams, 2003; Evans, 2005).
4. Root mean square velocity analysis
TheAPWpaths summarised in Figs. 2e8qualitatively describe the
variations in rate of polar movement throughout the duration ofen 2.0 Ga and Early Palaeozoic times highlighting the integrity of continental crust until
ntric position, followed by speciﬁc scattering of poles in the Palaeopangaea ‘B’ recon-
e updated after Piper (2007, 2010b).
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terminating atw0.6 Ga. Key features are a long interval of near-static
behaviour between 2.7 and 2.2 Ga followed by rapid movement
between 2.2 and 2.1Gawhich seems to have continued, perhapswith
some variation, untilw1.7 Ga. With the exception of a smaller loop
executed atw1.6 Ga, APW slowed drastically during a long interval
lasting untilw1.2Ga. Rates ofmovement increased afterw1.2Ga and
seem to have remained fairly high, although possibly with some
variation until w0.75 Ga; movement then nearly ceased until
w0.6 Ga after which rapid movements recommenced as the conti-
nental crust broke up accompanied by large differential continental
movements and opening of new ocean basins.
The uniﬁed temporal-spatial compilation of global palae-
omagnetic data that emerges from the quasi-integral property of
Precambrian crust (Piper 1990) and is summarised in Tables 2 and 3
can also be quantiﬁed to estimate Precambrian continental velocity.
As crust is translated through latitude the minimum motion is
recognised by change in palaeolatitude; although palaeolongitude
is unconstrained, large continental caps have variable linear
velocities and rotate by amounts deﬁned by change in palae-
odeclination. Accommodation of total motion deﬁned by palae-
omagnetism places a lower bound on the root mean square (RMS)
velocity. The method of Gordon et al. (1979) determines an angular
velocity vector yielding a minimum RMS velocity consistent with
rate and direction of APW. RMS velocity is deﬁned as:
vRMS ¼
Z
ðu rÞ2dS=area
1=2
where r is the position vector in the continent, u is the angular
velocity, dS is the surface element and integration is performed
over the continental area. A program designed to calculate vRMS
ﬁrst calculates mean poles from the data of Tables 2 and 3 within
speciﬁed time windows (and following the prior rotation into
Palaeopangaea according to operations of Table 1); it then advances
over a speciﬁed time intervals to calculate successive mean poles.
The continental area used for the calculations is digitised using
longitude values in 5 latitude bands crossing the reconstructions
shown in Fig. 1a for Palaeopangaea ‘A’ prior to 1 Ga and in Fig. 1b for
Palaeopangaea ‘B’ for the interval 1.0e0.6 Ga; before 2.0 Ga a more
limited crustal area comprising 5 cratons reconstructed according
to parameters for Protopangaea in Table 1 is used. Using these
control ﬁles vRMS was calculated between successive mean poles
following the procedure of Gordon et al. (1979).
It is the variations in vRMS which are most signiﬁcant; the abso-
lute values are non-unique because there are two variables associ-
ated with each pole determination, namely position and average age
with the latter generally being the most uncertain. There are
a number of intervals where the timing of APW is problematic. As
noted above, a poorly-deﬁned interval lies betweenw2.0 and 1.9 Ga
and the succeeding w1.88e1.8 Ga path has been interpreted as
a rapidly executed w110 loop possibly due to True Polar Wander
(TPW) byMitchell et al. (2010). Other authors show APWat this time
as a single track comprising just half the motion of a loop and
extending over a longer interval of time (Hattingh and Paula, 1994;
Piper et al., 2011). A further uncertainty also discussed in Section 3,
relates to the timing of the hairpin in the w1.0e0.85 Ga Grenville-
Sveconorwegian Loop. To gain some measure of the signiﬁcance of
these uncertainties, vRMS calculations were performed using both
longer and shorter estimates of APW atw1.85e1.7 Ma and the older
and younger estimates of the apex to the Grenville-Sveconorwegian
Loop. In the event the differences do not affect essential conclusions
evident from the temporal variations in magnitude of vRMS.
A time window of 50 Mamoved forward in increments of 25 Ma
proved to be most suitable for illustrating the variation in vRMS(Fig. 10). Increasing the time window to 100 Ma produces
a smoothing and lowers the velocity estimates typically by w30%,
whilst reduction in the time window to 25 Ma correspondingly
increases vRMS estimates but, in the context of age uncertainties on
palaeomagnetic poles of such great antiquity, this would seem to be
an unrealistic window. Throughout much of Precambrian times
vRMS was evidently lower than the typical 6e10 cm/year velocities
attained by modern oceanic plates (Fig. 10) although comparable to
post-300 Ma plates incorporating large continental areas (Gordon
et al., 1979). Typical values compare with average speeds over the
last 600Ma predicted by Zhang et al. (2010) ofw6.6 cm/year falling
tow4.6 cm/year after the formation of Pangaea although reaching
values>7 cm/year during the Cretaceous and falling to< 4 cm/year
at the present time. Essential temporal features common to all
calculations are low velocities (<2.5 cm/year) between w2.7 and
2.2 Ga and high velocities (>10 cm/year) between 2.2 and 1.6 Ga
with the qualiﬁcation that detailed variation during this latter
interval is unclear due to some poor age control between 2.1 and
1.7 Ga. The prolonged interval of low APW at w1.5e1.1 Ga corre-
sponds to velocities mostly <5 cm/year. Gardar-Keweenawan and
Grenville-Sveconorwegian loops record increase in vRMS although
this only brieﬂy seems to have attained the levels reached between
2.2 and 1.8 Ga. This was followed by a decline to minimum vRMS by
0.75e0.6 Ga.
Bending stresses associated with subduction of ocean litho-
sphere in the present day Plate Tectonic regime are considered to
impose a speed limit of about 20 cm/year to plate motion (Conrad
and Hager, 2001; Steinberger and O’Connell, 2002) and upper
mantle convection appears unable to drive plates at velocities
greater than w25 cm/year due to drag forces at the base of thick-
ened lithosphere. Finite element modelling suggests that this latter
limiting velocity is reached when continental crust with thick
lithosphere roots is subject to push forces away from regions of
elevated deep-mantle temperatures or towards a deep-mantle cold
region (Gurnis and Torsvik, 1994). Precambrian vRMS was evidently
much lower than these limiting values and never appears to have
attained episodic speeds in excess of 18 cm/year proposed during
the Palaeozoic by for example, Meert et al. (1993), Van der Voo
(1994) and Kirschvink et al. (1997). Whilst resolution of the
Precambrian data may be inadequate to detect such rapid move-
ments, with possible exceptions of a Coronation Loop atw1870 Ma
(Mitchell et al., 2010) and results from the Neoproterozoic Akade-
mikerbreen Group of Svalbard (Maloof et al., 2006) which may also
identify signals of TPW, there are as yet no indications in the
present data for very rapid movements comparable to the w90
oscillatory motions recognised in the Ediacaran (Abrajevitch and
Van der Voo, 2010) and SiluroeDevonian (Piper, 2006). Such
rapid oscillatory APW movements have been attributed to Inertial
Interchange True Polar Wander (IITPW) which could in principle,
occur if interchange of the Earth’s inertial axes occurs when the
maximum principal inertia axis (Imax) falls below the intermediate
axis (Iint) to cause the silicate outer shell to move over the liquid
outer core and align the new Imax with the spin axis (Goldreich and
Toomre, 1969). However, it appears that the high rates of motion
postulated from the Palaeozoic evidence are unlikely to be sus-
tained bymantle structure (Tsai and Stevenson, 2007) and the short
term operation of an equatorial geomagnetic ﬁeld is a possible
alternative explanation (Abrajevitch and Van der Voo, 2010). The
polar loops that characterise Proterozoic times after w2.2 Ga
(Fig. 2) record signatures suggestive of TPW because they are
oscillatory and return repeatedly to the quasi-stable continent-
centric position (Fig. 9); however, these loops have durations of the
order of 100 Ma and were evidently executed at relatively low rates
not incompatible with mantle structure and the geometry of the
equatorial bulge.
Figure 10. Variation of vRMS for the continental crust during Precambrian times. Mean poles are calculated within 50 Ma time windows moved forward in steps of 25 Ma with
coordinates of the continental crust (Fig. 1 and Piper, 2010a) used to calculate vRMS during time intervals between successive mean pole position following the method of Gordon
et al. (1979). Calculations performed using the mean age from all assignments in each polar group, and from poles with precise age assignments (<30 Ma) yield signiﬁcant
differences shown as shaded areas between the curves (see text). Between 800 and 600 Ma poles are calculated at 25 Ma intervals to emphasise the large increase in the rate of APW
after early Ediacaran time following continental break-up at w0.6 Ga. At this point in the record the poles scatter on the Palaeopangaean reconstruction (Fig. 9) and each plate
shows divergent APW (Fig. 8). APWPs are not individually well understood in Ediacaran times following break-up and may include equatorial dipole ﬁelds (Abrajevitch and Van der
Voo, 2010) but vRMS values for three individual APWPs are calculated from 0.6 to 0.5 Ga poles listed in Piper (2010b) to illustrate the large and divergent vRMS. The black shaded area
is a time series analysis of superplume events after Abbott and Isley (2002) with plumes deﬁned by these authors in terms of high-Mg large magnitude igneous emplacement
events. The distribution of LIP events through time is taken from Ernst et al. (2005). The two intervals of protracted global frigidity in the Precambrian are highlighted to show their
correlation with low vRMS; the possible chronology of glacial events during the Neoproterozoic is ampliﬁed after Santosh and Omori (2008).
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5.1. Continental slowdown and intervals of global cooling
Although TPW and mantle-driven continental motions relative
to the rotation axis cannot be resolved in Precambrian times, it
should be possible to draw concise geotectonic conclusions from
temporal variations in vRMS. This follows because TPW is the
consequence of thermally-driven buoyancy changes in the Earth’s
interior with the stimulated rising and sinking of mantle currents
expressed in surface processes. It is anticipated that short term
changes in the shape of the Earth will drive magmatic-tectonic
events recorded within the crust and will ultimately inﬂuence
atmospheric composition by volcanic activity. A feature of obvious
signiﬁcance is the decrease in vRMS during intervals of widespread
Proterozoic glaciation at w2.35e2.2 and w0.75e0.6 Ga (Fig. 10);
the implication is that long intervals of global frigidity are linked to
slowing down, and possible cessation, of surface tectonics with
accompanying reduction in magmatism and volcanically-vented
CO2 input to the atmosphere. Concomitant effects would be
a reduction in H2 and H2S into the oceans and a reduction in
biomass production leading to fall in CH4 and O2 (Kopp et al., 2005).
Oxygen reduction would probably be more than compensated by
the effects of diminished deposition of banded ironstone forma-
tions (BIF) and input of reducing agents into the oceans; overall the
atmosphere would become more oxygen-rich and cooling in its
effects.
The palaeomagnetic record of dominant near-equatorial depo-
sition of Proterozoic glaciogenic rocks (Evans, 2003) may thus bedue to absence of sedimentation in frozen-over higher latitudes
(Fig. 11) as well as to a paucity of volcanic rocks available for
palaeomagnetic study due to magmatic shutdown. This suggests an
internal origin for these intervals of prolonged global cooling
without the need to invoke changes in planetary dynamics such as
high obliquity (Williams et al., 1998). The latter point is supported
by evidence fromPrecambrian evaporites: since these are restricted
to latitudes of 10e35 (Evans, 2006), such short-term disturbances
to Earth’s conﬁguration seem to be unlikely. Further general
support comes from Neoproterozoic glaciations in Arabia where
repeated oscillatory glaciations are reminiscent of the Pleistocene
rather than extreme freeze-over (Leather et al., 2002; Williams and
Schmidt, 2004 and c.f. Hoffman and Schrag, 2002).
Palaeoproterozoic glaciations recorded in Huronian and Trans-
vaal supergroups (the Makganyene “snowball Earth”) occurred
between 2.32 and 2.22 Ga (Bekker et al., 2005; Kopp et al., 2005),
a period included within the interval of magmatic shutdown
(Condie et al., 2009a; Section 5.2). Whilst low vRMS is a feature of
both Palaeoproterozoic and Neoproterozoic glaciations, they are
separated by w1.5 Ga with environmental contrasts that would
modulate speciﬁc links. These include solar luminosity considered
to have increased gradually fromw70% of present intensity 4.5 Ga
ago tow90% by 1.5 Ga ago (Bahcall et al., 2001). In addition oxygenic
photosynthesis could have destroyed a methane greenhouse and
helped to trigger the Palaeoproterozoic glaciations: if photosyn-
thesiswas distributed over a long interval prior to 2.8Ga as favoured
by the majority of workers, it would have had no inﬂuence on the
timing of Palaeoproterozoic cooling; alternatively if concentrated
shortly beforew2.3 Ga as argued by Kopp et al. (2005), it could have
Figure 11. The distribution of recorded Neoproterozoic glaciogenic rocks together with
the girdle of Earth spanned by equatorial latitudes between 7.5 and 6.0 Ga (Fig. 4).
Numbered locations after Evans (2003) are: 1, Egan Formation (Kimberley); 2, Johnnie
Formation (Basin and Range); 3, Squantum Formation (Boston Basin); 4, Gaskiers
Formation (Avalon Terrane); 5, Elatina Formation (South Australia); 6, Tereeken
Formation (Tarim); 7, Vestertana Group (North Norway); 8, Walsh Formation (Kim-
berley); 9, Chuos Formation (Namibia); 10, Nantuo Formation (South China); 11,
Rapitan Group (Mackenzie Mountains); 12, Toby Formation (Omineca Belt); 13, Central
Appalachian localities; 14, Schwarzrand, 15, West Africa. Note that estimated ages of
these glacial events decrease in reverse order with numbers 1e4 probably postdating
the continental break-up.
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surface temperatures in excess of 38 C could cause the mantle to
become too viscous to continue ﬂowing. In this case themagmatism
near the end of the Archaean expressed in exceptional superplume
activity (Fig. 10) could have built a heavy CO2 atmospheric blanket
responsible for the APW slowdown and magmatic shutdown.
Nevertheless whilst such an explanation might have initiated this
ﬁrst quasi-static event, the persistence of a CO2 greenhouse would
have precluded the widespread glaciation after w2.35 Ga. The
resumption of tectonic activity atw2.2 Ga also coincided with the
large scale burial of unprecedented amounts of organic carbon as
expressed by a d13CCARB excursion in marine carbonates, the
Lomagundi-Jatuli event (Melezhik et al., 2007; Condie et al., 2009a).
Associated environmental changes coupledwith thisw2.2e2.06 Ga
event and theAPWmovement in Fig. 2were a cessation ofMn-oxide
and iron formation and commencement of marine sulphates and
phosphate deposition on ﬂooded marine margins (Bekker and
Holland, 2012).
Signatures of rapid melting deﬁned by sharp transition from
diamictite into cap carbonate are less well developed in the Palae-
oproterozoic but occur in the Huronian succession where the
second of three glacial events is marked by a 13C-depleted cap
carbonate (Bekker et al., 2005). Neoproterozoic episodes are dated
at approximately w0.7 Ga (Sturtian), w0.6 Ga (Marinoan) and
w0.58 Ga (Gaskiers, Santosh and Omori, 2008) but may have
comprised as many as six events. The Gaskiers Episode overlaps the
demise of Palaeopangaea and it is to be anticipated that the
geological signature of break-up at this point will be superimposed
onto the later signature of glaciation (Piper, 2010b). No equatorial
land girdle existed during these times (c.f. Figs. 1 and 7) to producehigher albedo in the tropics and raise rates of silicate weathering to
lower atmospheric p(CO2), and thereby instigate a colder planet and
“snowball Earth” (c.f. Worsley and Kidder, 1991; Kirschvink, 1992;
Hoffman and Schrag, 2002). The presence of a substantial body of
crust in higher latitudes makes the absence of high palaeolatitude
glaciogenic deposits (Evans, 2003) more challenging because faster
Neoproterozoic global rotation would have caused less efﬁcient
poleward transport of heat resulting in warmer low latitudes and
colder high latitudes (Kuhn et al.,1989). A causemotivatedprimarily
by slowing down of surface tectonic processes and drawdown of
a greenhouse atmosphere is therefore compelling.
Since the later Neoproterozoic glaciations were contempora-
neous with continental break-up, factors producing the rock facies
associated with later Neoproterozoic episodes of cooling were
evidently modulated, and possible primarily instigated, by ongoing
geotectonic processes. Thus precipitation of iron formations at the
close of glaciation has been explained in terms of accumulation of
soluble ferrous iron in anoxic seawater during global freeze-over
and subsequent oxidisation by the atmosphere upon melting of
the ice cover (Hoffman and Schrag, 2002). However, the Rapitan
iron formation (Canada) is succeeded by w600 m of tillite (Yeo,
1981) and the Sturtian iron formation (South Australia) is over-
lain by w2700 m of mudrocks incorporating dropstones and dia-
mictite. Instead widespread Neoproterozoic iron formations are
likely to have accumulated in rift basins (seeWilliams and Schmidt,
2004 and references therein) and are more credibly interpreted as
a signature of initial phases of continental rifting associated with
hydrothermal/igneous activity accompanying Palaeopangaean
break-up at w0.6 Ga. Similarly expansion in the biosphere after
w0.6 Ga is attributable to combined effects of expanding shelf seas
on new and attenuating continental margins that stimulated
nutrient-rich oceanic circulation and was speciﬁcally concentrated
in the interval 0.6e0.55 Ga (Bond et al., 1984; Piper, 2010b); faunal
changes need therefore have no direct link to deglaciation (Grey
et al., 2003).
5.2. Magmatic shutdown and continental stillstand between 2.7 and
2.2 Ga
The long interval of very low rates of continental movement
betweenw2.7 and 2.2 Ga illustrated by small and random APW in
Fig. 2 includes a prominent minimum in the U-Pb zircon age
distribution of both granitoids and detrital sediments between
w2.45 and 2.2 Ma (Rino et al., 2008; Condie et al., 2009b, Fig. 12).
The ﬁrst signature is primarily a record of exposed ancient cratonic
crust, whereas the second records transport and distribution of
eroded material and is therefore a proxy for crustal age provinces;
since sediments are often recycled and representative of rocks no
longer exposed or preserved, the U-Pb zircon age distribution forms
a robust record of continental growth (e.g. Yao et al., 2011; Srinivasa
Sarma et al., 2012). The correlation between vRMS and zircon ages
conﬁrms the reality of this global event. Although still clear, it is less
evident in later times (Fig. 12), a diminishing correlation which
possibly records subsequent thickening of the lithosphere and
weakening of the mantle; this latter effect would increase the
potential for subduction and recycling of water (Davies, 1992;
Korenaga, 2006) and help to explain the transition in tectonic styles
near the ProterozoicePhanerozoic boundary.
Hf and oxygen isotope studies of precisely-dated zircons identify
widespread addition of juvenile material to the continental crust in
Archaean times (Kemp et al., 2006; Pietranik et al., 2008; Wang
et al., 2009; Shi et al., 2012; Srinivasa Sarma et al., 2012) whereas
there is little evidence for such addition between 2.45 and 2.2 Ga
(Condie et al., 2009b). In parallel with this observation, greenstones
and tonalite-trondhjemite-granodiorite (TTG) suite are absent over
Figure 12. The correlation between vRMS and the distributions of U-Pb zircon ages as deﬁned by the number (N) of results from detrital ancient sediments, orogenic granitoids and
detrital modern sediments. The total data are from Condie et al. (2009b) and use a kernel density analysis with a bin width of 30 Ma; the detrital sediment database is multiplied by
two for comparative purposes (Note parameter distributions in this paper are plotted going forward in time and not backwards from the present day).
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and correlating with rapid increase in APW (Figs. 2 and 10).
Reduction in global magmatic activity would lead to reduction in
ocean ridge volume as oceanic lithosphere cooled; this would likely
be expressed by a fall in sea level and increased continental erosion.
Major unconformities recording intervals of 200e300 Ma are
identiﬁed on the cratons of Fennoscandia, Laurentia, Southern
Africa andWestern Australia (Condie et al., 2009b); increased areas
of continental crust exposed to weathering would also have added
to the drawdown of atmospheric CO2 and enhanced global cooling.
This is also recognised in banded ironstone formation (BIF) where
a depositional gap after about 2.45 Ga (Isley and Abbott, 1999)
apparently reﬂects a reduction in submarine magmatism and Fe2þ
input into the oceans, and probably also a reduction in area of
marginal basin environments.
The resumption of magmatism and increase in vRMS at w2.2 Ga
produced permanent change in the crustal signature of rare earth
elements (Taylor, 1979) and increase in the levels of large ion lith-
ophile elements in juvenile continental crust (Taylor and McLennan,
1985; O’Neill et al., 2007; Condie et al., 2009a). Assimilation of large
volumes of sediment accumulated during the protracted interval of
erosion when subduction resumed at oceanic margins during the
Lomagundi-Jatuli event provides a mechanism for explaining this.
The Palaeoproterozoic BIF deposits have remarkably uniform char-
acter and wide distribution across the Precambrian crust in intra-
cratonic settings (Goodwin, 1973) and comprise chemical
precipitates of uniform character forming part of sequences grading
from dolomite, quartzite, ferruginous shale, iron formations to black
shale andargillite; theyoften include avolcanic component, although
this is not ubiquitous as it is in the mostly-older Algoma-type (Gross,
1983). The extraordinary lateral extent of these deposits incorpo-
rating more than 50% of listed world iron reserves is evidently
a reﬂection of deposition from iron-charged waters following
atmospheric oxygenation during the era of high vRMS and exceptional
magmatic activity following the >2.2 Ga magmatic shutdown. The
wide extent of shallow epicontinental seas is anticipated fromthermally-elevated seaﬂoor and oceanic ridge systems displacing
ocean waters to drown continental margins. The BIF deposits have
a temporal association with thick carbonate deposits which include
textures linked to high Fe concentrations (Sumner and Grotzinger,
1996) and seem to record a measure of ocean stratiﬁcation (Klein,
2005). The closest Phanerozoic analogies are the marine trans-
gression and stratiﬁed oceans accompanying the Cretaceous Super-
plume (Larson, 1991). Cessation of BIF deposition is attributed either
to an increase in deep-ocean oxidation removing the ferrous iron or
to an increased supply of H2S from microbial sulphate reduction
suppressing iron ﬂux from deep ocean hydrothermal ﬂow (Hazen
et al., 2008); since relatively high rates of vRMS appear to have
continued after 1.7 Ga (Fig. 10), the second explanation seems more
likely.
5.3. Tectonic implications of vRMS variations
Two general tectonic conclusions emerge from the palae-
omagnetic recognition of prolonged continental quasi-integrity
(Figs. 2e7). Firstly, the style of tectonics operating in the Precam-
brian was radically different from the Phanerozoic and did not
involve the widespread dispersal of continental blocks as in
contemporary Plate Tectonics; this is most concisely emphasised by
Fig. 9. Secondly, Precambrian tectonicswasmarkedlyepisodic.Whilst
the operation of some recycling is evident in the extent and
geochemical signature of Archaean crust, the concept of “supercon-
tinent cycles” cannot be accommodated by the prolonged integrity of
the crust: whilst recent studies recognise the signiﬁcance of peri-
odicity in the Precambrian record (Coltice et al., 2007; O’Neill et al.,
2007; Silver and Behn, 2008; Condie et al., 2009b) and have sug-
gested ways in which global subduction might shut down, the anal-
yses have essentially beendriven by uniformitarianism. The presence
of continental quasi-integrity and absence of blueschist, ophiolites
and ultra-high pressure metamorphic rocks before the Neo-
proterozoic, as well as the absence of key orogenic ore deposits
(Hutchinson, 1981; Goldfarb et al., 2001), are all indications that
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w1 Ga. Subduction can only function when there is sufﬁcient nega-
tive buoyancy in oceanic lithosphere and it cannot be expected to
have been a comprehensive process in the warmer Earth of
Precambrian times (Davies, 1992). When lithosphere mobility is
reduced or shut down it is to be anticipated that a stagnant “lid
tectonics”will permit an insulationultimately leading to catastrophic
release and mantle overturn with possible analogies in Venusian
tectonics. Such catastrophic events are recognised after 2.2 Ga and
0.6 Ga with the punctuating inﬂuence of deep mantle heat release
seen in the correspondence between vRMS and the incidence of
Superplume/Large Igneous Province events (Fig.10; Abbott and Isley,
2002; Ernst et al., 2005). The correspondence between high vRMS
and zircon age groups (Fig. 12) deﬁnes times of increased production
and preservation of juvenile continental crust (Hawkesworth and
Kemp, 2006). The correlation becomes less marked, although still
evident, later in Proterozoic times when increase in volume, and
possibly thickness, of the continental crust acted to reduce the link
(Fig. 12).
The large near-stationary continental lid resulting fromminimal
APW between 0.75 and 0.6 Ga evidently built up a substantial
thermal anomaly in the underlying mantle (Coltice et al., 2009) to
be released in the Ediacaran leading to continental break-up and
formation of new ocean basins. This event correlates with a peak in
crustal growth recognised from detrital zircon evidence (Rino et al.,
2008) and magmatism documented for example, in theWest Africa
Craton (Doblas et al., 2002) as massive extension-related magma-
tism. CO2 channelling to the surface bymagmatism at this timewill
also have been enhanced by decarbonation resulting from high
temperature metamorphismwithin Pan-African Belts (Santosh and
Omori, 2008); the increase in p(CO2) presumably played a key part
in bringing glaciations to an end. Transfer of CO2 to warmer oceans
would further have facilitated the secretion of hard-bodied
organisms in Early Cambrian times.
5.4. Prolonged vRMS slowdown and Mesoproterozoic anorogenic
magmatism
Depressed vRMS levels between 1.5 and 1.0 Ga correlate with
emplacement of the anorthosite-mangerite-charnockite-A type
granite (AMCG) suite unique to Mesoproterozoic and Early Neo-
proterozoic times (Anderson and Morrison, 2005). Subcrustal
temperatures need to reach 1200e1300 C to produce anorthositic
magmas andmust then be sustained to permit delivery to the upper
crust (Vigneresse, 2005); comprehensive weakening of the crust is
required to emplace these plutons as large, thin and widely-spaced
plutons (Bridgwater et al., 1974). The recognition of low vRMS during
the interval characterised by this magmatism identiﬁes the blan-
keting by a near-static continental lid as the likely cause of elevated
lithosphere temperature gradients and it may have produced deep
melting without major input of LIP events (O’Neill et al., 2007;
Coltice et al., 2009, Fig. 10). The majority of Mesoproterozoic
intrusions belonging to this suite occur in an axial belt between
Siberia and the Ukraine (Bridgwater andWindley, 1973, Fig. 1) with
emplacement ages becoming generally younger towards the
continental instep, a zone subsequently becoming the focus of
Grenville orogenesis (Piper, 1980 and Fig. 1a). Large volumes and
wide intrusion spacings are the signature of a thinner and hotter
lithosphere with ascent driven by gravity instability of buoyant
feldspar-rich magmas (Vigneresse, 2005). The high-level emplace-
ment as thin laterally-extensive plutons (Bridgwater et al., 1974) is
anticipated from crustal weakening resulting from insulation by
a slow moving supercontinent (Anderson and Morrison, 2005). A
further facet of this low vRMS interval is the emplacement of large
volumes of new crust by under- or intraplating at within-platesettings as identiﬁed from Hf and U-Pb model ages (Hawkesworth
and Kemp, 2006).6. Conclusions
 Recognition that continental crust remained integral and was
constrained to a low order symmetrical quasi-rigid conﬁgura-
tion by whole-mantle processes between Late Archaean and
Ediacaran times allows a uniﬁed APW path to be deﬁned from
the palaeomagnetic poles derived frommultiple shields. This in
turn, permits estimation of the variation in vRMS over this long
time interval.
 Three intervals of near-static continental movement at
w2.7e2.2 Ga, w1.5e1.4 Ga and 0.75e0.6 Ga endorse the
essential quasi-rigid premise and are separated by intervals
describing APW loops focussed on a position near the
geometrical centre of the continental crust. vRMS rates were
similar to, or lower than, Phanerozoic rates and rapid increases
in vRMS and magmatic activity at 2.2 and 0.6 Ga followed long
quasi-static periods and accompanied massive heat release of
accumulated heat from beneath the continental lid.
 The ﬁrst of these rapid increases in vRMS correlates with the
Lomagundi-Jatuli isotopic event, a reconﬁguration of conti-
nental crust on the surface of the Earth, and the widespread
Palaeoproterozoic mobile-orogenic tectonism. The second
correlates with continental break-up and initiation of global
Plate Tectonics.
 The ﬁrst and third intervals of quasi-static APW correlate with
protracted global glaciation. These episodes of global frigidity
are therefore interpreted to be a consequence of widespread
magmatic shutdown and reduction in venting of volcanic gases
to the atmosphere. An equatorial land girdle was not present to
promote these glaciations; increased global obliquity or
extreme “snowball” conditions do not appear to apply.
 Close correlation between vRMS and U-Pb zircon age frequen-
cies of granitoids and detrital sediments is present throughout
Precambrian times and is especially marked in the Palae-
oproterozoic corresponding to magmatic shutdown between
2.45 and 2.2 Ga.
 Continental velocities were low during the interval of Meso-
proterozoic anorthosite-rapakivi magmatism when tempera-
tures presumably rose beneath a near-static continental lid to
permit increase in temperature gradients; this generated high
temperature magmas leading to buoyant emplacement
through a thermally-weakened crust and emplacement as thin
widely-spaced plutons.Acknowledgements
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